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0. ]ntroductio~ 
One of ~he most wel~-known problems of tecursion theory is to determine 
whether'or not the elementary theory of g(~o), the lattice o[ r.e. sets, is decidable; 
Progress rewards solvh~g this prob}em Was reade, by Laclilan •[4, 5], who showed 
that the elemcalary theories of L-"((o)' and ~*(to), the quotii:nt lattice of ~,(<o) 
obtained by factoring ~-((0) by the ideal, oF finite sets, are equ!decidable, and lhat 
the.V3-theory of g~((a) ina language suitab!e for lattice theory is decidable. The 
second result exploits certai;x uniformities of ~g*(<o'l, which exist even thotigh the 
structure o~ I¢*(a~) iz complicated.. 
As. a-recursiontheot'y reflects recurs'on ttieor3;some(viiat, One would hope that 
the V:~-theory of ~-*(~), the quotient 0( the lattice of a-r.e, sets~ ~(, ) ,  byffie ideal 
Of .~. *.-fini.te ,ets, would .a!so be"decidable for all admissible .ordinals &..Since.the 
structure theorems iisedi by i,acl~lan" do  not  g~neralizd .io" man)i 'admissible 
ordinals, one Could h~:~i~e tO ga.in some insight into ~r*(~o)by sl~udy!ng '.*(a), for 
those , for W!l.Ml.lg?*.(c0 P0ssess,,'s a .sinipler sti'ucture than ~'*(~,).. Much. !e:ss is 
known, at present, about the structure o.¢ ~'*(,). than about the ?,tructui'~ 6[ g:*(,,,). 
ttmvever, much ha~ re'-'ently. be~n"lea.i'ned. .Contrtbutibns towards: deyeJoping 
structure' theory " ~' " . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  tot: ~" (~), ,~ ddm{ssible2havc.been by? Chdng [1], Leggeff [6, 7], 
Lerman [ I .  9, .!0, .11,. !2]: Machtey. [:13], ow in~ [_i4], Sacks [I 511, Shore-i[7] and 
Simpsdll :[12].' Not cnoul;h is )'et-known, however; to" decide :heV::l-the0ries of 
~*(a)"l'o{- eli.admissible ordinals co. ':-.. v . .. - . .:. . . 
• Although it seems likely to..us dmt there .are. only finitely ni~:nv "C'=I~ theories of 
~*(c~) :is rt ranges over alt admissible ordinals, there may be .~any such theories; 
we can.ideutifV at  least"fi~'e, andsuspect  tl}at, there-:are:..more. W 9 ~vi!!, .!rf this 
paper, invcsiigat.e two. ciassek 0[. admissible.ordinals o: for Xyhich engtig!~.structure I 
theory. cai~be.-develope.d for ~*(~)-to Stiow that :the V~-theo~3,0f.fg*(~)i. is 
decidable.One clas~ is'shovento have ~he same V3-t heory as ~*(a~), a:ad so niain tains 
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the possibilit3.' that there is an nJmissible i~rdi:ml ,x such that the e~emenlmy 
theories of g"(cd and ~':*(a~) arc iclea~ical. TL, e other.class of "~.dmissible ordinals 
includes all successor cardinals of L, G6del's unNe~.xe of coustPaci;.ble sels. As the 
structure of g'*(a) seems less eomp!icated for such a; ~h,~se lattices are prime 
candidates for further investigation, towi-mls gmning insight fliio the elementa~, 
theory of ~¢.*(~o). It was hoped that -because of the less eomplie:~ted sti-ucture, it 
would be easier to obt,"dn the decidabili:y of the VB4heor3" of i¢*(a) fc..r such n'. 
The basic difference benveen the t~vo cases, lies ia whether or n0~ m,'ix';m'al a'-r.e. 
sets e.,dst. The use of maximal sets allows L.".chlan to neglect the study o[ the 
structure of lattices o~ supersets of r.e. sets A. as maximal se~s have the simples; 
pos.-sible superset structure. We ha,st make such a study ~hen maximal ,~-~.¢. s,:L, 
do not exist, and the resuhing deci,;ion procedure is therefore more comp!ic:~ted. 
The outline of the paper is as follows: ht Section 1, preiiminar3 defiohJens and 
theorems will be presented. A decision pr~'edure for the ~-theory of ~."*(t() for all 
admissible ordinal.a ~ ~ill be sketched in Seetien 2. la Section 3 w.- will develop 
sm~cture theory for g'*(e.I for v,~ious it. which will be u:~ed in Section 4 'o decide 
the V3-theories of ".~:(~t'~ for certain :t. 
1. Prelimin~es 
Algebraic non'ons. We will assume that the reader is fmniHar whh the elemen- 
ta b" properties of dL~tributive lattices and boolean algebras. The algebre..[c struc- 
tures most suitable for the study of lattices of ~'~-r.e. sets are. d-lattices. A d-lattice 
is a pair (L. A), where A is a boolean ~,.Jgebm. L is a .,~ubla'ttice of A containing 0
(the Icasl element oi" At and I (the greatcxi clement ul ~ A) and where L generates 
A. Note th.".~ .4, is determin~xl to within isomorl~lfi ml by 1.. 
The d-latc,:e " ' ~,,.. A ) is :,aid to be a s,blauice (~) of lhe d-lattice (L, A') if A ° 
is a ,~ubalgcbra of A ano L ' - -LNA' .  (L',,g.') aud (L.A) are i~o,:otpbic as 
d-lattices if there is an isomorphism taking A'  to A whi,.-h maps L' onto L. An 
embedding of (U, A') into (L, A) is an isomorphism of (U. A') wilh a sub-d-lattice 
of (L. A). 
Let (L, A) ~ (L,_, A~) be d-lattices, b ~ A:. b ~ 0. Then (L. A) I b is "he d-l'att~:e 
(LIb, A Ib) where Llb--{x:(-~y~L)tx---yflb)} ai,d A [b=lx : (3yeA)  
(x = )' f'l b)] and intersecUons are taken in A,.. A compe~!ent 0[ (L. A)  is"a pair 
((L',A'),b) such thzt b~Lb'~_L,.b~O and (L', 'A')=(L.A)Ib. We x~i~.l f ie- 
' L '  ~,'" coml~6nent. quently suppress b. and refer to ~ ,z t as a 
Let /,L~. A~) and (L_.. A.,) be d-latticcz; their dbed I~nion (L~, AI)x(L:., A~_} 
is defined to be (L1 × I.:. A, ~. ,-~, .), i.e. dire~t unions are takrcl~ coordinatewi~e. I1 is 
easy to .see that (i.t,A~)X:(L~. ,~,'; i~'3 d-lalt ice."A ~eqhence.(L~,;,~),.... 
(LI,, At) of d-lattices is a de¢'omi:osi:io~i c,[ (I_, A} if k >). and .. . . ' . .  : ... 
(L  A )-~ (La, A t)X" ". x (L~,, A~).  (l:. l i  
.~\ d-'at~iec is h;deco,'n~w-s'.~bl~, if il has ;,o decomp~it ;oa  By ,~4 p. 125] we have: 
Lemma IA.  E::cry ~i1~i:e dccor~:~.~'.sal:!., d.-!t,.l'~ice has ~ de,:omposit.ion i to a fit ire 
nub~ber of imi~:cc;ml~=~.¢able d-lattices.. Fhis decompo.~ition is unique to within or, ~r 
~.'.vd is~mo.,pl.6sT~ of compml~nts.. -.. 
A .,/-h~.t.'~ce is callcd 8~:ite ;d its corresponding boolean algebra is finite. Let  
(/.-. A> be a lh;ite d-lattice. We define a partial ordering i3f the atoms of A ,as 
folIows. 1"~ b al:d c are atoms of A, we say that b is witl, i;~ c (written b -~c) if h-~(r 
znd if for every d ~ 1., c-<-." t| in,.plies, b-~ d. "Withinneq~'" is a partiai ordering (~4, 
p. 125]). We w~'i~e b ~c  if b = c or b <c. The area', b is said to b, ~. just ;~,ithin lhe 
;~tom c if b-<c ~nd there is t~o ~tom d of A st, oh tb.at b.<d<c. Ar~ atom b is 
O,',c:mosr (irzw'~rmoxt. resI~.l if d~cre is no atom c of A such I|~a: b<:c (c<,  
resp.). 
We can now define the r-'-mk and ciaaracter-stie of a finilc d-lattice. A pmh in 
finite d-lattice (L. A) is :~ finite sequence o[ ,atoms b . . . .  , b~. such that b: is 
outermost, and bv,~ is just within b~ for 1. ~<i< k. The rm:k of a finite d-lzttic¢ is 
0;t . . . . .  ~)  wi~erc n~ is the number of paths o[ length f, and k is the greate:;t i 
such that' n~#0. We well-order ranks of finize d-lattices by (n~ . . . . .  n~)< 
(m~ . . . . .  m,,) it" k > ~t or ~: = h and 
(~x) ( l~-x~-k and O.~tx<y~k--~rk.=nt~.) and n .~m=) .  
The cl:aracte:'istic of a d-lattice (L, A} is defined as follows: Let (1.1) be the 
deco,~q.~ositiou f (L, A)  into indecomposable components, arranged so that the 
ra~;ks of the componeots are non-increasing. Then the characteristic 6~ (L, A)  is 
the sequence (r, . . . . .  r~) where for i~-i ~<k, r~ is the rank of (~,  A~). Characteris- 
t i~ are well-ordered by (r t . . . . .  r t )<(s  t . . . . .  .,~,,) if either 
(~x) ( l~<x<k and l~<x~m and 
(7)( l<~y<x-- ->.~=s~) and r~<s,), 
or k<m av~d r~=s, for l~x~k.  
A d-lattice (L, A)  is said to be separated if for all x. y ~-L. there are disjoint 
x',y'c: L such that x '~x.  y '~y  and x ' ldy '=xUy.  For a finite d-lattice, the 
prop.zrty of being separated van be expressed as follows: 
Lemma 1.2. A fini;c d-lattice is separated if and only if there are elements 
ih, . .-. , b,, o[L  szwi! tltal 
(x)(y) ( l~x :~m a+td I~<y~m~/ ,~nb~.=f l  or 
b~ ~by or b~. ~b,),  (1.2) 
. . . ' :  . "  . . - 
and such lhal;everyelen~enr ~f L is ,he t~niOit of sori:est~bset of {bt,'..'..,'b,,,}. 
• . ' "  : . . i  . . . .  : . . .  . " ' "  
.~  : . . : " 
Proof. See [4. Lemma 2]. "' - - '  - , .. 
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The proof of Lemma 1.2 chooses b~ . . . . .  b,~ In b~: the.+ eanogit:al ge~?Ota:ors of
L, i.e.. those elements of L whlcli cannot be si~liz uol:tfb/'iallv in L. We m~te :as in 
[4] that there is a one-one co.-'respondet',ce between c~,noni~:t'gk~}erat~ ~ av.d 
atoms, and that the rank and characteristic of a.sep~r~ecl d-!att;~ce are de.t+er- 
mined by the partial orderine, o~ its canonical e.enerato/+:. The follnwine lemma 
will be useful: .' .. 
- .  . .  * . .  
l_ennna 1.3, Let (L .A)  be a fi,~ire d-lattice. ,'U~en b e A .;-l- if az:tl ot~y if ,rher,:" 
eXiSt  t'itO+ll.<~ e l ,  C- of A Sutr J t  ' " ~ b . . . .  .. u1;,t  t'~ c -~- /h  ~. ' t ;</c. ,  i.'~ itt.~l wit[l i ' . l  c'~, 
Froof. See [4, Lemma 3], 
The formal language. We Ict .~ be the language of the pm~ predicote calculu., 
~~th equality..~applcmeuted b3' the function symbols U. N, - ,  corrcspondit~g o
our inform~.l signs for t~.~ion, intersection, and con~plementatioJ1, and by utlary 
relation s~m~bols E. L where E(x) is to be interpreted ~_~ x =0; and L(x) as xo_L. 
Terms, formulas, and s¢:ntenccs are defined in the usual way, except hat quan- 
fifiet-s range only over eiements of L. A predicate P is co~Jsisrent i " there is a 
(/-lattice (L, A) and an assignment of the free variables in 1' to elemenL~ of A 
under which P is true. A sentence is t:alid if it is true in every d-1.-,tticc. 
Let P,O be predicates, all of whose free variables are co.ntaitxed in 
{xt . . . . .  x,.,}. We say that P implies Q (wfitteu P I-Q) it (x,) . . . . .  (x,,)(P ~ O) is 
v,",lid. Let P be a consistent quantifier free (written q-less) predicate containiug 
just the variables x~, x .... We s~y tlmt P is coA~iplt!l,~ if for every q-,e::" 
predicate O whose variables arc contained in {x, . . . . .  x,,,}, we have either PI-Q 
or PI-~O. A complcle q-le_~s predicate is called a diagram. With any d!agram D. 
we associate a finite d-lattice (L,A) .,as follows: Consider the set T of terms 
containing only variables from D. Wedefine an equivalence r lation ~ on T by: 
s~t  ,,--> Dk E( (sn  t-)U(~Nr)). 
The members of A are the equivalence cla~scs into which -~' splits T; there can 
only be a finite nnrnl~r of these. Union, inlersle~tloti, at~tl C0n~plement~lion in A 
are to be the operraious induced by the respective fo,7~ml symbols U, f"l, _.. :['he 
memb~-rs t~f L zre t!te equivalence classes which have st,:~le representative f for  
which D I-L(t). Thus every diagra m gives rise to a uliique fiuite d-lattice; and it is 
easy to see, conversely, that given ,GNU' finite d-lattice ( f : .A) ,  ther& is ~ome 
diagram whose as.~ociatcd d-lat!ice is isov:~o~hlc tO (L, A), The d-latt!ce 0f:D is 
uniquely 'determined by the l~J~pdriy t i~t -D is  true ~'heti for l "~ i ~m,'..x~ i~ 
mapped into the equ!v~lence .class,~s ',vhicla it represents.: hi referring to'the 
d-latliee of a diagram., we shall often not di.~tingUish betweet~:iernis, and the 
corresponding equi~,alence +:lasses. We"can?now define, forldiagrams , the:~.x'+;accpt.~ 
a!re~dy defined for finite d-lattices, ,.'n the.ob~:ious:;,vay~ We: will oftenconfuse 
diagt,ams with predicates ?giving rise 10 these diagra'm.~; this st)ct(~lcl 'not Ca\ise a!;~, 
e,  -R~:,'m.','ieH~- a l l t tn lc r~tb l¢  s , : l .~  23  ] 
• . . . . . . . .  
d;,CdeulW rot- the (ead,~r~ howex,lc;r.' Two 'predicates. Pav, d O are eclui~a ;eat i [P 1-(2 
' . ".:.  
a-~:ccu~on theore~,c'n6tio~:s. We assume that .tl3e i~e:!dei.-. ~s: f,'trnil~.ar, wkh the 
~basic notio~s of ~-~cur,;~mt. theory. [9] is reco~rmte:~ded-as'.a ource tot all 
"dcfinit;.ons not given in lhispaper., c~ will always detiote an admissib!e ordinal. Let 
L.,.h.c t!le pOetion.of GSdcl.~"un;tverse of colistructi!dllty, constructed before level 
or. W.e classify hmetious ,-.ad sets ~]eliimblc ove?r L,, in  the usual way, ~.:cording to 
m • - . the compl,~xi~y of the dcumt;on..~h~m a -x-',/ui~ction or sethas a definhioe, starfiug 
~xdth :m existep.tial quantifier (if n:=O the definition iz q-less) and hay.lag n - i  
alternations cf qunnrifiers. For II,, ~epl~ce ex;.-~teut;.a! with universal' above. 
,3,,-= H,, f3 S,,: We say that z = tim.__,,,.f(7) .;~ (:~p < ¢r)tv)(p ~-• < cr ~ f ( r )= z).. I~ f 
is v_-.-defiuable, then Ihcre is an tr-recursive function f' such that (xadom( / )  
(_f~.x)---' lira, ...... f'(tr, x3"). Such an f '  is sai.d to geiwrate .f. We say that 1" is S:,- 
definab!e if dem Lt') is a-reeursive and there is aua-recursive function f' such that 
(x ~ dc m (/3) if(x) = lira lira l'(~r, -r, x)). 
Let B ~_ a. "t ~¢~ and Jr: B ~ 3' be give n, where B = dom (f) . ' f  is said to be u 
l,roicc'io,v if f i:; onto. f is said to be a el,finality fimction if sup (]'(B))= "y,~ If]" i.~ 
St- or "z-defi.'~.abLe. we .~ay that f is tame if there is an a-rceursive function f' 
getlerating ]" st, ch that (x ~B)  (sup (([(y): y ~ B and y < x}) < 3'.,'~d (x ~ B)(3 o') 
(r ~ o')(y ~ x)O¢'('r, y) = f~.y)). 
For l~<n <~o, we us,'- the following mnemonic notation, cr, p( , , )=the least 
B ~qa suclt that fllere is a B g j3 and a v projection f :B  ~ ~. s3p(ct) is defined 
shnilarly, replaciug v with S. mzcf(~)=the least, fl~<~ such that there is a -~,, 
cot]nal!ty function / " : /3~a.  s3cf(a) is defined similarly, replacing v with S. 
t~2p(,'~) = the lea~t/3 ~c~ such that there is a tame ~2 projection )¢:/3 -> a. As is 
usual in the literature, we will use c~*. to denote o~ Ip(a), The following fat.ts are 
well-known .(see [317 and will be used without further comment: cnq~(a) is the 
least ~q :~-c~ sucl~ thar therel is a ",,-definable subset of./3 which is not a-finite. 
tcr2p(a) is:" the.-least ~x  such .that there is a tame .,,v z subset of fl (the 
charat'ter!stlc:functiol) is t.,.'m'te on domain/3)  Which i s  not a-finite. 
".V/e nse.fl~e standard interval flotation £or ordinals. Thtts [fl, a) = {x :/3 ~x  <a}.  
We :will ft:equ,~iuly idcnt!fy [0, fl) with fl, for/3 ~ct. I fA  ~ tv,0t(A) will denote the 
oi'dcr-tvl:e of A .A  G a is [3-]inite if A is a-fif i item;d ot(A)</] .  As ~ is a model 
for- a xxe.ak set: t!~eory, we iiave tiie u~'ua[ definitiofi Of ct-cardinal = cardinal of L~, ; 
fl.iS"nh a:.cardinal i f  /3 is.a-finite'and.tt{ere is :no 3"<fl for Which. . .there i5 a 
:0ne-one:0nto a-fi/fite hmction/": fl .L>..y~. An b::carctiiial f l  is:singt, dar".if there ia a 
.3" < (~ and an a/fect~rsive .cofin,'ility function [: "y'.-£ ft.. 19. is regular. :if it. i s  not 
slngular'.Regular.~x-¢ardin~ls should 'not b'e conhiScd with'z:e~flar.' sets; A ~_ ~ is 
• • . .  ; • . , .  . . . . • . . 
.itegular if A ~ 5 is a-finite for all 8 < a'... . . . . .  . • - . . .  .-- :..- :: ....?-: • , .  . . 
:When ~:': "~~i ~ ['; ihc gr,;aies, o'-cardin~.:'l'li~ con'ect ,:,eneritizati0n of ~*(ta) 
in" this:set'ling be.com~~*(c~)= il~e ¢luotiefit ~ff~(t~) 33} :the ideal-0f ~t:~-fihi~e; sets, 
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[9]. We let .~'(a), ,~¢~(a). be the bool ea'n algebras g~-nerated .b);: 8'(n), gz*(al 
respectively. If SaM(~)  r S* will denote the equivalence cla.~ 9:"S inst*(a)" :. 
• - . .  . .  
The following. 13.'pes of a-r.e, n0n-a-recursive sets will. pla~, .a role: in the 
decision procedure. Note that all a~-e definable in  the language ~ .over 
(g~(a), ~'*(ct)). An a-r.e, set A is called simple ~f it is not a-,'ecursive. . aM :its 
complement contains no a*-infixfite ¢~-r.e. set..A is called liype'rhypersiml'le if 'A, 
is not a-recursi~;e and the lattice.of a-r.e.'supersets of ,4, .forms a b,xqean a~gebra. 
A is called maximal  if A is not a-recursive anci A*hag  no-a.-r.e. snpcrsets 
except for the equivalence class o.! ,-r, and .A*.. -A is cnllcd s;..maxim~:l ;; ,.t is not 
c~-recursive and no .:~-recursive s t spoils A into txvO a-*-infinite pieces. We ca~.l 1.~ 
a nmjorsubset  of A if A -B  is c~ z .infin;te and for any a-r.e, st~t:- C, if A O C=a,  
then B f'l C is a*':-finite. 
We note that (g'(a), .~'(a)} is separated. ,-a_~ is (~,'?*(a)..~"*(ar~). "1"11e standard 
procedure for separating a-r.e, sets A and B is to euumcrate them simultane- 
ously, and build A " ~_ A,  B '  ~- B. A ' U IV = A U B. A ' O B '  = O by p]acit~g x ~ A U /3 
in A' if it is enumerated in .,A before being enumerated in B, and placing such an 
x in B'  otheavise. 
Given a finite d-lattice (/2, A), we will construct an isomorphic opy (P, b?) of 
(L, A) such that (P, B) is a sub-d-lattice of (~(a),,~(c~)) for various ct. For the V~ 
decision procedure, we will need such (P, 13) which are irreducible, i.e., if (P', .B') 
is an)' component of (P ,B) ,  aald R~ . . . . .  R,, is any finite setlttent~ of disjoint 
a-recursive sets with union the greatest ele,nent of I3. then (P', B') [Rk ~(P ' .  B') 
for some k e{l . . . . .  n}. 
{It~:3 <M will be an a-recm.-sive ntuncration of all a-r.c, sets, a-recursively 
approximated to. in the usmd way, by (l~.~: t'r-..~t¥ and ,~ < cal. Using the methcds 
of [10, Section 2], it is not difficult to prove the followhlg lemma. We ieave the 
proof to the reader. 
Lcmma 1.4. l.el/3 = ttr2p(a). T~en there is a one-one tame _ v projection 1": 13 -'~ ct 
generated b)' the ~-recursice [un.~rion .[': oz ~ ~ .-0 ot sllch thin 
for c.ll or<a-, ,\ xlr'(rr, x) is one- ,me:  (!.3) 
(c~<,x)(_qx) (x</3 m:d f~.s .x )# lhn[ ' ( r .x ) ) .  (1~ 4) 
T - - " . t l '  
".. ' .134~ ~x i~tcnt ia l  Iheory  .. .. .' . . ." . 
- . .. - -- i ." .'.- ~. : .. 
In this section,: we-will genei'.~iize two thcoreti~s of.l_.~chlan [4] tO 4.11 .a..;l~hese 
generalizations' are straight-forward, but introduce meth0ds hi their proofs which. 
we will need later. We will, fl~erefore, only sketchthe constructions in the: probi~, 
and refer the reader to [4].t0'colnple'£eth(;,~r6ofs~ .. :-; ~".:.:"-: 
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~heorem Z.l. /..er (L, -t) be -a finite su'i~-d,la~ice, of (~e*(~), M~(~)i w;.th charac- 
teristic c, Then. tht, reis a linirk separated .sub'-d-lattice '(L~,At~ o[ (:e*(a), ~i(~x)) 
wh~.ch :'s ai~.~'Xtension :of (LEA) and h'J.~ chai'acr~riSffc- ~c. 'Al:.o, ~.iven. (L. A ), we 
can effectii, e!y ~tm~cmte. . a finite mtmber of isomorph.ism I)'~s, .togetlter witlt, for 
• eil i:h q'P,i, ,m iso,i~orp!ff.~i~~ o f  (L, A)  into. it, so ~,hat (Lt, A t) ca~ be ]bund in one of 
mdse types with tlie.isei;~prphism i~icki?~g O:~t (L~ A), .'. . 
• . . . . 
ProoL -ks we x~,~.ll gu:~r:~u1,:e that ever), atom of A ~ is c~'-:::-infinite, it-suffi¢~ to 
provq the theorem fo~ (~'(~a), .r;(~)) instead of (~(~),  d*(~)). As in [4, Theorem 
2], we can assume that (L .A )  is indeeomposable. Let {a~ . . . . .  a,,,} be a one-0ne 
enumeration of the atoms of A. Fo~- 1 ~i :~ m. let b~ be the least ~uember of L 
c'ontaiui~g a~. We dc.~cribe a eot~structioa .l:y"desee~t through boxes". 
Suppose we .are given boxes st . . . .  , s,,, corresponding to a~ . . . . .  a,,~ respec- 
tively, la the ct;urse of the eonsta'uction, we ,~,:dl p!ace numbers in these boxes, and 
move numbers from one box to another. A given ordinal can be in at most ooe 
box at a time: At each stage, we enumerate one ordinal in one of {bt . . . . .  b,,} in 
such a way that dtuing the course of the construction, each b~ has e~.ch of its 
members enumerated at i,zfinitely many stages. At the beginning o1: the construc- 
tion, ~o munber is in any box. 
Sf~ge o. Suppose x is emlmerated in b; at this stage: Case 1: a~is outermost 
and x is not in any box; put k in s~. Case 2: x is cun'ently in s~.and a/is just within 
a,; move x from si to s~.' Otherwise, do nothing. 
Let (a~,, . . . .  tk,) be any path itl (L, A). We say that x follows this path_ if in lhe 
above construction, x is 0laced consecutively.in a~,.. then a~:, . . . .  then a~: x need 
not remain in a;. For any path p in (L. A)~ let ~'(p) be the set of ordinals which 
follow p, It is easy to see..that ~-(p). is .a-r.e. Le tAt  be. the subalgebra of ,d(.~) 
generaied by zhe sets .r(p), and let Lx=~(a)NAt .  As in [4, Theorem 2], the 
proof of the theorem now follows. 
Our. next flleorem is a gev, eralization of I'4, Theorem 1] arid yields immediately 
that an ex-istenti,~l .sentence is true over (~*(a),'G*(~)) if and only if it is 
consistent. A rdincment..of the cotxstruction will be.used lateri:tb ge(an irreduci- 
ble d-lattice of an:/given isomorphism type of a fiiiite d-lattice, for various a. 
Theorem 2.7..: Ut,~'q' fi~:ite separated "d-l~'.ltice. is embeddable in (e;*(~'), .~r*(a)). 
. ~ ' . ' .  . ' . . . .  . ' . . . . '  - . . .  - -  - .  ~- - . . .  . -  . 
Pri~ff.. Lel (L,A). be .a finite .separated -lattiee:with- canoni~ai generat.ors 
b~. bl,. We define:a map o1~ tlie canonical .(enerators 0f:~(a).which.pfe'se~es • . o ~  , . ~ . . .  . . .  . " . "  
disjointncs¢ and i~i,:lusion:-BUt first..let Us establish thef0116Mng termin010gY: let. 
.'P:be an n-place relation defined oh.~(d), a,ad.O an a-r.e. set. Let Ai , .  ?..~A,: be 
' subsets of  B.- We sa2~ •that.•P(/-'~,. " , Ai,.):/holds. !n ~ B .  if. for.'sora¢, orie-one 
• a :re~:u'/si~;e:F" o:--~-B. P(F-!()),i),.. .,~:~"~.~,).,.'~ Thus, e.g,, "A  is;recursive ~n/J'!. 
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mear, s A._=~ ai~d B.r-A is U-r.c.. Let .o~i . . . . .  m i .be: the maximal caabnk'al 
generators and let Rt . . . . .  R t. be u-i~fini.'.e .disjointc~-rec~rsive sets with union a-. 
We map nqinto.-R~ [or l~x~/ .  The-definition. of . themap:no.xy.p~¢eeds 
dowmvards by-induction, following the o/'x.ler of "&,: lattice. Thus [et.b bc.a 
canonical generator . not ye~ mapped."such t at all those which prop~:r.l)- contain, it 
have already-been mapped. Let b'- be the least".cat~o'aical.gener;:t.t0f properly 
containing b, and let nt . . . . .  nk be the canonical ger, e~t6rs Which are maximal 
with respect o being properly eou',alned .in-b', among which b.oc3cm~. A~smne, 
fo" inductiou, thai nor~e of n, . . . . .  n~ has been mapped, t.e; ~' b,'. the ima~.;o f 
b'. and .choose an c~-r.e, set C :~s f~;llows. 
• .?.ase 1. l,' is a max5m:~l canonical gcu,'t~ltor. Let C be any subset of B' which is 
a-r.e, but r.ot a-recursive. 
Case 2. Othcnvise, let b" be the Ie,asl canonical generator whicl~ properly 
contains b', and let B + be the im~age of b". Let C be any a-r.e, subset o[ B'. t~on- 
a-recursive in B', .~uch that CU(B ' -B ' )  is not a-r.e. Such ~ C clearly exists if 
B" is not a-rccursive iu /3", the letter being assumed as part of the indu~ion 
h3q:~othesis. 
Having chosen C, decompose it into tt-r.e, sets C~, . . . .  C~ such that each, like 
C, is not ,v-recursive in B'. This is possible by a generali~'ition of Friedbcrg's 
splitting theorem; the generalization is well-known, but a proof is given in Section 
3 Define the inw.ges of n~ . . . . .  r,j, to be Ca . . . . .  C~, respectively. 
As in [4. Theorem 1] we see that the d-lattice generated by th:~ a-r.e, sc~ 
deiined during the construction is isomorphic to (L. A). 
From Theorem 2.I and Theorem 2.2. we see that a sentence 
(::Ix,)... (qxk)P(x, . . . . .  x~.) of ~ is true over (~.¢*(a), .qt*(a)) if ard only if it is 
consistent. Sit~ce the set of consistent existential sentences is ,'eeursive. the 
zl-theory of (g'*(a)..qt*(a)~ is decidable. 
3. Slr.ucture thc~)rcms - -' 
. '  . - . .~ .  
In this section, we will prove the structure theorems needed.to-get the 
decidability res~dts, or provide references for  such tl~corem~.i. Many of  fl~e. 
theorems will depend au l~operTics of.,~. We will try !o slt!kt-- ~'l halt'nee l~'twcell 
the complexityof p[oofs, ;~,ad otit:finh~g the most gi~nefa! ihcorenls, we :~rc.able io, 
prove. Hence if a 15roof of a n~o~"0"geaeralihe0rem than:we"need is. i~ot. much 
more complicated than the.proof.of ~he t.~iebrem needed for'"the decidability 
results, we will prove tl',e more. general theorem;. Oth6n~.-ise,. we w~ll pl~0ve a. less 
general the0rem,. . . fisr the sake of.maintaining simplicity. Tl;e firsttWo.tl~cordm~: 
are Well:kno(vn~ so no.p.rtx3f ,;viii be:supplied. . :.-' . ?.:.' . ' " . . '  .. ".'.~.:-'. 
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.Ti,eoren! 3 .1 / ! [  S is :tlt t~-i~:,li%'.e a-r.e, set, t~en {g(e), .~.(a))'={~¢(t~)~M(a)} [ S: 
i I I  I I  i i  I I ;  . " . • i I . " " ' 
Theoi'em.3.2.-There e:;ists 6'rt.'a-infintte a-rect~rsfre set v~ose coln'plement" is
"rht'otem3,3."lrf s3p(a} =- to, the::, tliere is a ~:aximal ~-r.e. set Wiih ,-++/~otmde~! 
CO1 ~1 ple] ~ I~711 it. 
Proof.. [10, Tlieoxem 5.19]. 
' lheerem 3,4. Let .,~. be ¢m ~-r.~:. ~,on-a-rec:+rsk, e.set. "IT~en there are pairwise 
disjeint ~-r.e. +:o~.~-tx-rec~trsit,e etsA~ . . . . . .  4,, with ttl;ibl~ A sl~Ch that for r~ny 
a-r.e, set S. if S-- A is not e¢-r.e.~ rhe:t S ~- A+ is ~tot a-r.e, for all i, 1 ~ i -~n.  
Ftoo[. This is Friedberg's plitting theorem [2] for a = o~. It was generalized by 
Maclitey [13, Lcnama 2.5] whenever a*= ¢o, and.is kt~own to be true for all ,v. 
Since, t~ our knowledge, no proof of the theorem as stated appears in'the 
literature, we present a proof. In ef[e~, however, our proof is just a straightfor- 
ward generalization f [13, Lemma 2.5]. 
Let {a,, :cr < ~x} be a one-one c~-recursive enumeration of A. At siage or. of the 
coustruction, we place a,, in A~ for exactly one i such that 1~ <i~n.  This will 
guarantee tliat U {At : 1 ~< i <~ n} = A and that- the {At :.1~< i ~< n} are pa~.rwise 
di.~joint. During the construction, we will try to guarantee that each A+ intersects 
every a-e.e, set. Since the Af are disjoint a-r.e, sets, we will, of course, not 
m~cccecd. We will succeed often enough, however, to.prove tlie theorem.. 
For each S < ~ ~.nd 1 ~ i ~< i~, we establish requirements P~.~ '. A+ A W~ # 13. 
Assume that we .lave an a-recutsive ordering of all such requirements, given by 
{R~ :S <,~}. 
~¢~," and AI 'NW~=~. In \"~Pe say Ihal Ps.i rcqtdres atfclltfOll (It stage o" if a,, a ,  ,  
order to allow sufficient ime to ,attack all requiremenL~, w e need an indexing of 
all rer!uiremenls, of length a*. ].et I'.: ++ ~ t~: b¢ a ofle-one ~-reeursive function. 
We say that R+ l:a+ higher priority than R e if [(6)<[(+). At st,~g,~ o7, the priority 
/. o- ordering will be defined only on requirements R~ where 5 ~< a.'-For .i ~ i ~ l:, ~l 
will be the set of elements placed in At before ~tage or, and A'"--{a~ ;~ ~cr}. 
"l'Tre co~stn+ctio~ 
: . . • • . 
:S~oge tr. Let. R~ be the'rcquiremet:~'ofhighest priority at s~age-tr, which 
requires'iattention at  stage or; i f  ino sucla.xequirement.exists;: phice a,, in  A~I 
Otherwise; fix P~ = P~. Place % in At. We :say 'that/~,n receit(e.(attenffon ~:tstage 
+ i i  i I I i  i . . . .  : • . . . .  ;iIii;Ii/?i:  i:/, I I i i ! i i i i I i  :: :i:iiiii I , !•  
.-This compleies tile construction. Clear.ty U {A:I: 1 ~ i  ~ n} =:A ,ra~d A, fl JA.) ~ 
whenever i ,~{ l . : . . ' .  n} " : ' "  . . . .  ' . . .  , and.!.~7  :Mso-A; is.~zr.e.:tor l~i-~itJ::~ ' ' 
. ~s .~'~n, d.7- .!'J":c,,~ do'cs ~:ot rcq'~ire 
attemioii at stage ,r and g ' ( ,U  ~ e). . : " "  " - .- . ':- 
. .  . .  . - . .~  . . - . .  . . .  : ". 
Proof, If R~ receives attention at s~:age or. tb.en R~ does not require attention: at 
any stage r> o'. Hence "d 8 < a*,  {r~ R~ receives attention at stance ',,r ~'.nd t'(~)< 8} 
must be a-finite~ else we would b.ave a St P.r°jecfibn'fr°~n a st~bset of ,5 onto ~, 
contradicting t$ < a" .  Since ever)" one-one Si-projecti0n is tame,' {f'qf,k) : ,~. ~ ~t is 
a-finite, and so a-bounded. 
Lemma 3,6, A~ is ;rot a-rccursice ibr i ~ I I . . . . .  r;}. 
ProoL Fix i and suppose that A, is a-rectttsive for t1",e sake t~.f obtaining a 
contradiction. Then Ai=~,I~ for some ~<a.  Let 1~, be the requirement 
A~ O W~#0; and let f01) = 8<,* .  Fix tv as in Lemma 3.5 for ~+ 1. Thou R, e:m 
never receive attention, and no' requirement of higher priority than R,, can 
receh'e attert ion at any stage ¢~,.r. Let . ' :<a  be given. We can determine 
c~-recursive!y wll.ether x ¢ A~ or x ~ ,~,~. If x ~ A~, then x ~ A. If x C- A~, let -r(x) be 
the least stage r such that x ~ U,~. Note that if x = a~, then either p<o-  or p < ~(x') 
(else 1~ would require attention at stage p~o-) .  Hence 
xaA~:;~A~ or x~A' "  or x~A "t~. 
This gives us ~.n r,-recursive procedure for compuling A. cot~lradicting the 
non-a-recursiveoess of A. 
Lemma 3.7. I f  S ix an c~-r.e, sol such tliat S. .  A is nol ~-r .e ,  ;hen S -A~ is wot 
cr-r.e, far I ~ i ~i n. 
Proof. Fix S such that S is a-r .e,  and S -A  ,s not c~-r.e., and i ¢ [1 . . . . .  )1}. We 
assume that S-A ,  is a-r .e,  in order to obtain a oontradicti.on, q~en .~ --"k = ~,V 
for some ~<a.  Let / L ,= Pc.,; let f ( rD=6<a*  a,~d fix o- as in t.emnta 3.5 for 
+ 1. Then R ,  ,-'an never• receive attentio,L artd no rcquirc:.;nent oi~ higher prioriiy 
than P~ can receive attention at any stage .r~tr. l.ct x~S-A~ be g iven.Notc  
that S - A ~ S - A,. Let "r(x) be the maximum of o" a ,d  the least stage ~" such that 
V Ir  ~ - , x¢~ ~.Thenx . - -Aox~A "~.Hence  . ...- . 
x~S-A~- ' -xc - ' .S -A ;  and .., ~,4,~ X t . . :  . , ' l  . 
Since the ftmction "r is partied ,~-rec~t~ivc wid~ domain S - A~, we set that S -  A is 
a-r.¢., a ~:ont~-adicfiou. -. 
• . : . 
Theorem 3.4 now fgilowsl from Lemma'3 .6  ~-vd Lcn'una 317.". -' . . ' ' 
Our next th,:orem is a variant "of the m'ajot slt'~sei, tl,.eorem of l~'{chlan [4-'. 
The0rera 3] fOi':~ = t,x Th,S straightforward version o[ the stat,;.ment 0t the major 
sub.~ct'ihe0rem was _v, ezieralized by Lermair  [ l l i  Yl'he0re"m 2.l_] for: a=,  i- andby  
a .  Rt~(ltlSll2*21~ ,'Hi41n,*l'tl~l¢ .%'|$ 2 3 7  
. ' . .  - . ' . . '  . . . . 
Legaett attd 'Shore [7. ~aeorem 3.~ ai~d The6rem 3.8] w|~ene~,'er ~r~_cr(a) ---' 
tb-2p(ot).: ldeggctr and S'r'.ore: introduced ndw teehni~ue~ t0 :Pr0ve fl)etr theorem. 
but since, these techniques m!e compllcated. •itdid not .~ecm .,tdvi-~abie to us at tiffs 
. . .  . • . . 
point i~try  :'to prove 0ur theorem in the same gendrality~ This theorem was 
claimed by Maclttey [13, The~orew. 4 1] :for it* =o~, but w e Iiafe been unable to 
ve~:ify Macl~:ey's p:oof. : 
• " ,ha .  a - a .  Le t  A be 'l'heorem 3.8. Asstm,:,hat tr2p~) = ttr2p(a) = tr2cf(tx) and " ' ";- 
nn a-r.e., nou-~-recursit, e set. "/'/,:t~, ,'here is a ma]or st:bsct B of A sv.ch that for all 
a-r.e, sets R, S, i f  S ~ R f l  (A -B ) ,  ti:eu SO (R - A) is a-re. 
l'ro.of. I.ci ~ = rcr2p(a), l.et f :  ~ ---- c~ be a one-one tame S2-p..':ojectJoa appre, xi- 
mat:d to by the cr-recursi;,e flmction f'. We assume that f and [' satisfy (1.3) and 
(1.4). Let g:3-"* c, be z: stricUy ine~:easing ,Vrcofina!ity function, recursively 
approximated to by g'. 
l_~t {a,,:cr<r~} bca  one-one a-recursive mimeration of A, and let A '~= 
{a r :7<0-}. We ~x411 enumerate B by stages {or:or <or}, letting B *. be the set of 
ordinals enumerated in .,S before stage or. Let {R(cr, x) : cr <;,,, and x < a} and 
{S(a. x):0.<~, and x <~)  i:e double a-r.e, sequences of a-finite .sets, both of 
which ate increasing in o- ior fixed x, such that {(R.,, S.,) :x<a} is an enumeration 
of all pairs of a.-r.e, sets, where R~=U{R(cr ,  x):cr<a} and S~= 
U {S(cr, x):o'<.}. 
Towards makirkg B a major subset of A, define F(o-~ x) to be the least element 
x ~A'* f )X~.We note that sup ({F(cr, x) :0.<a})= a if and only if AU W,=oe. 
For x < ~ and ~ < 3 we define E(x, ~,o') to be the characteristic function of 
{8<~:x¢  W~0,,s) and x<F(o', ~)}. E(x, ~o' ) i s  the ~-state of x .at stage o'. We 
order .~-states at stage o- lexicographieally. 
To satis(y the additional condition of tile theorem, we will define, dttring the 
coulee of the'i:onstruction, sets {T8 : 3 < a}. Ta will be a-i'.e, for each/~ < o~. We 
will niake an attempt o satisfy thecondition that if Ss~_RaN(A-B)  then 
T, O Sn = S~ u (Rn 7 A). We wilt not succeed in .satisfying these conditions, but we 
will succeed well eno(~ghto be able to shqw that if Sn~_ I -~N(A-B)  then 
S~U(Ra-A  ) is a-r.e, ". 
We' say that ~ protects x at stage G i[ x~':(A"nT(o',] '(0.,~)))- 
11.3°'OS(tr.f'ia,~))) where T(o-,A) will be an ap~roximati0n to T~, defitleA 
• during the construction. " " - 
We establish requirements for each ~ <:a: : . 
. ' .  ' . . . .  • . .  , . .  ' . - . . .  - :  . -  . . ' , 
. . . , "  
. ' .  . .  
and,  : ' : : . . . '  . . , ' . . .  . . : . . " , . :  . ' ,  "~ . ' :  . :  
' : ,  ~!: .: ':::Q~': S~ ~_:R.~ 1"7t (1: . -  B )  - ; .S ,  uOI~. , "  A ' l  :..is a : r .o .  . . .. . :. . . . . . "  . :  . . . . . .  
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Ti=¢ CO~L~'tructinn .... ': ..'.. " - - ~. :_.: : y'. . . . . .  ..... 
• • • i ,  i I i  • i~  • • " • i i  i I i • i I • , , i  • • • 
Stage 0. C(0; 8) and' s(0f ~) ,{'ill be ui~defin~d for all 8 <,~. - ., . .  . :  -" 
Stage a > 0. Let  ,,(a) be the least  i, such that  - I im.~ f (r. v} #j" 6r, a,l~ .'a'(tr)i 
exists by (1.14). For  eacl{ S~ g'(cr, i,(a)) Such .that lim,._~ C(r, 8)' is defined, let 
C (o', ~)-. i imp" ~"C(,%.'5)..C'(o', ~1 is undefined for a l l  other & For each '5 < c~. let 
0((r, ~'1 be the least oMinal 0 sixth that b"-~ g."(or, 0), " .  ..: . . 
For each ~g (m v(tr)l, let Z(tr, ~1 oC the set Of y ~.4~ "*a- 1~"' siuch lhat 
y ~ C'(cr, ,\) for all A < S. For '5 ~ g'(o'. ~.,(cr)}. det;.,~c s (~r. 8) induc:ively. ;as [611owsi 
Case 1. C'(tr, ~) is defined, t, = iim...~,;s(r, 8 )~ C'(tr, 8).exists, '  ue Z(~r,18), 
E(C'(tr, '5), O(cr, 8), ~) < E(v, O(cr. 8). (r). and E(w, 0(or. 8). o') ~ E(r,, 0(,r, ,Sl, ,:r) 
for all w~ Z(a. ~). l.et s(o-, '5'1 =v.  
Ca_~e 2. Case 1 foes not hold. max ({E(t,, 0(~r. ~), o-) : o ~ Z(o-, 5)}) = ¢(cr. 3~ 
exists. C/(o', '5) is defined, and E(C'(cr. 3). 0(o', ~), tr) <,¢(o'. 3). Let s(o', ,5) be the 
least v a Z(o-. '5) such that E(v, 3, tr) = ¢(o', ,5). 
Cate 3. Neither o[ the above cases holdl C'(tr, tS`1 is defined, and for sonic 
o ~ Z(o-, 8) and ~< 0(o'. '5) E(C'(er, ~). ~., or/< E(v, ¢2 or). Fix the least such ~ aud 
the least v for ~ Let $L,9-,'5)= p. 
Case 4. None of tim above cases hold. and C'(cr. ,51 is defined Let s(¢, B),: 
C (a. ,5.~. 
Cose 5. Otherwise. Lvt .~.(o, 8) be the least element o( Z(o'. ,S). L~ is poteutiaUy 
suet, an elemeut, so s(~r, 8) is defined in this case.- 
Let 6fa) be tile least S~<a such that s(o-, ,5) is defined,• s(Lr~8)~C'(o-. ~)'if ' 
C'(o', ~;) is defined, and either 8 satisfies. . - 
"== .-' . . .  : ~. .  i 
C'(cr, '5) is undefined, - .- (3.1). 
t i  or Cxo~.81-is defined and if , \  is the IcaSt.ordit'ml"-~0(~÷,'5). such th:it 
E(C'(:~. ~),A, cr)< E(s(~r,18).)t~,~-r), th,~n for all ,.e<X and ~" ' ,I -- r, (o-, X) . . . .  " 
. . .  • • i i  • . 
• i~  • i i i i  • i I i I i  • 
C'(cr, 8) is not protected by ;It s tagea;  . '" {3:2). 
and -. -. 
c'(,~, s)  -~ sI,,-, ,I). " ..-." ." " '... (3.3~ 
i i ~ • • i I I i i  I I  . i i i  • I~ I
Note that ~(tr) must b-~defio.cd;. . . since -~,; ,~ Y'Sfcr. 8) for ,Idl .'5 <~v. I_et : . . .  
• • ~1 .i • . ,  - I  w . . . I ~ I . ~ i  i .  I • • 
• [C  ~,  ,5).. .. . Jt C(cr, l~)~sdenned.and~5~r(cr), . . . . -  . .  
C((r..8)=iS(o',tS) : i f  "8=~fa/ , .  ' i  : .-' . ' - . . .  ' :-" 
• it, undefia&l" otherwise. . . . - ; :  " -J:-.~. ' . .- -.. " ...'- .. i 
rn~ c'{~, ~( ,~ i .  u ii c~(.~;-~(~:)):ii ~V~fi~ed:. , • ,  - :  - : i 
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: . . . " . . . '  . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  
• , .  . "  j " .  - . . - . . . .  . ." 
~r.  e~¢h. ~.~ ~,t~., :. ~.~. ,M#,' " 5 )  = su~ (T~ :h' :~x3(:; ~:R i~, fCo ~, ;S)).n ~A ''÷' 
B,'÷").~. y ~"Sio- ['(cr, 8~)})-~: L.~I.' :-T(&.'/'(o;, .~')3 =: U {'l'('~;.f;'{~:~ 8 ,). ''~ a o'} O{x :'x'~ 
ni~.  f'i,,, ~)~- s~*.'. ,~d x<.~.,(L-, 8)}.....-"-: ' ..: --: i--.-,....-....:...-.....-....- . 
This comp~c~es the. Lx~,stxuction.'..Let .C(~.)-i i , , i~.;~ ('(o'. ,\) and . s(X) = 
lim~,_~ sto-, )~) for all A ",~-c¢ for Which theselimits exist, arid. let C(,\) be .undefia-,~d 
otherwise. It :follows easilv-froi~ lheconsirtici:ton !.h.a.t: :. .": " " ' " ' ' 
' ". C(tr; =)  i,~. one-one for al! o-,as is-C onits ddnzain, '... " ' ' (3.4) 
' -  " ' '  ' '  I " . : 
P¢"~ C~rag (C..(o', - ))  = 0 for all ,r. (3.5) 
:'B" ~_ A % . rng (C(tT,- "~)) _~ A"* t . for all c". .' (3.6) 
Fi'om 1he definitions of f and g it follo~,,-s that for each ~</3,.there is a o -<a 
su¢ll that 
('r;~cr)(X~.. t) (g'(~; A)'-- g(A)) (3.7) 
and' 
b" ~ o-)(,~*. ~1 (ft~, x) =/(x)). ' (3.~) 
Since all,~-r.e, sets are.regttlat: (we have w* = c~), it follows from (3.87 tho* for 
all .~<(t and x<c~. tilt:re is acr such that 
' .  . . . . . .  
( r~o- ) (y~x)  I ,y~A <-', y~A~.÷t). (3".9). 
( , '~rX),~<x) (yeB÷~'y=, . ,  ). ' (3.10) 
b" ~ ~r)(y ~< x)01 ~ ~) . (y ~ R (r, ~'.(r.: n)) <"> Y ~ R,). (3.11) 
. (~  o')(y ~x) (n  ~< ~) (y~S( , r . f ' (~ , .n ) )~yeS, ) . .  - . (3.12) 
(r ~ tr)(y ~ x)(n" ~< .~) ' (.~ d T('r. jr, 0",,])) e-~ y ~ T,,)."' (3.137 
We will, prove the'flieorent With.a sequence-of lemmas. Before we do so, 
however, )re describe, the...t01es played b3'.il~e.varioug.fUnctioris and sets which. 
have been detined.:13..-"¢~'2p(c~) is used to index blocks of. requi~i'ements,, f011owing 
a. techn!que .it!tr0duced: by. Shore~l'l6]..We'. need •that 13 - o'2p(a) = o:2cf{~) .to 
gua~'a.ntee .tl!at only ~-finitely" many )itages ~,)ill be neededt0  ,~atisfy'~iny initi':l 
scgment0f  reqitireinent,sY . ."(i ~ ' " ' . '  11 I :  l l I . - "  " 11 ' l ' " ' " . J l "~ . :  - -  " ' . . . .  
• F is used. to~scpaiate Ilaose , -r .e.  s6tswhose imi0~(with A is:~, from the d tlaers. 
We carl then st;i~w ihat ili=re is& n'iaxiiaimn .~;s'2ie tor :an d-uhbound;;d Segment 
of A :--/3, so  that for fixi:d .~,.C(rr,~) Wil[not change for ai:,y sufficiently la~:ge:m "
• We attempt i0-make T,~ - S ,U  (i~:- a)  when,:;!er:ge -~ R~ rl (A~_B). M. is used. 
to pick out art eicnient of  R, o (A . -B)  not iix $¢ 'wh .enexer such ~ e!emem e:~sts, 
and protects ordinals ft:0!U going into.B until the element picked .by M.apl~6ar:s in 
:~.:If s,___ R~f3 (A- ;B) ,  then all elemenf,~ wIfich tidsire to be, pia~ed in B (becaUse 
of a low. ~'estate)wil l  Cv,:ntually bemm¢. Uprotected, ",irid carl then be  iplaced in B. 
t I" 4 Otgei~,vise; O,,ly .:,t:finii¢!y lrtany:eJeineiit~:0i' A~,are ¢',;.er.' pi'ot¢ct~d-for 9 ;  :sb;~ IIe~ 
240 M, Lcr:na,~ 
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For.each..f<./3, a-imfinitel~, niauy elements x~'i/I al-:pea r in A with' ihc.'-eventually 
ma_xinmm 'e~-state, We try to t~e. theseto ~naximiziz the &stat¢,~ of ihe elenit-nt,(¢,f 
. . ; • , . . . . . - . . .  . 
A- /3 .  Unfortunatel3;, when such an el,:nierit a4~!~b..rs in A;.we ii~ax. ~otbe al:ie.~o_ 
throw elements of lower .6-state. in toB  a.s .~13ey xx-il], be pr0tecled.. We us~ the 
function s to p/'otect: such elements froti~ bging thrpwn ia, to.: B for .the~ sake..o.f..a 
)t-state for 3. >. ~. Each element desiring to be placed in IB will.try to use s to 
reserve an element with greater ~-state until (agd .ii.). it beoames ut:protectcd. Tl'.e 
element reserved by x (for ~) will have ,he ever!lustily m:~x!,,m~a] z':-sta~,., if i~ is 
identifiable, so Ih.'~t C(~) will not chan..q,e too often. If the eventually m:tximmn 
.~-state is not identifiable, there will I,e co-a-lini!e!y hvmy stages at whicli an 
element wifl~ ~-state even larger than the eveutu,,dly ma,xJmu_n~ one will be 
available to be reserved by x, so we will again be able to make tl'e ~-state of C(~) 
sufficiently large. 
r, is used to guarantee t~aat we are oMy looki~:g at ~-finitely ma~y o:'dh~als ~' for 
xx, hich to maximize &states al any stage. We then ~how that we ~qn make 
rng (C'I = A -  B, and m maxin~ize a .~-state for each element of A -  B during the 
construction. 
Z is the set o~ all available elements which can be reserved by something in 
rug (C3. 
.~ picks out lhe least position of C for which the Q~, permit us to make nn 
attempt at maximizing a ~-state. Conditio~:s (3.2) and (3.3) teq us v~'hether o  not 
the Q,, allow us to make such an attempt. 
Lemma 3.9. Fix ,~ < [3 aml x < co. L~.'t E(x. ~)--lim~_~ E(x, ~, o). Ther, E(x. ,~) is 
defined, and ther," is a cr snell lhat 
( ' r~t r ) (~)  (E(x, ~_) =E(x, 6. 1")). (3.14) 
Let G(8)={~<8: Wr~)UA =~}, a:ld let X(8) be the characte:is,~c [uric:ion oF 
O(`5). 'f7zen lot ct-infiniteh., many a ,~A.  E(a,,8, p)=-X(~), and I(,~)= 
{y <a :E(y,  ` 5, "r)>x(,5) for all su~c~ently arge .t} is if-finite. 
• - .  . . . "  
Pro(,[. Let tr satisfy (3.7) and I (3.8) for: x,.~ind for `5 'replacing~:. L F ~-~- tr, tiien 
E(x, ~, ~')~E(x, ,5. o'). We noted when.- defining " F !hat ' fo r  'ali ~<`5, 
sup ({F(tr, tj ~, :o" <a}) ---'x (0< a if  and :only :if"~ e8  - G(`si Since 8 - G(8) is a 
,~:-definable.subset. of 8<~3 =tr2ia(t~), it mtlst: be ~-finite. Hence .0(,5) is als0 
n-finite. Furthermore. tile :n:!p ,.t: ~ ~,(~) is a v.: fimction ori domain `5-G(`5), so 
must be/3-finite. From ihedefinifiol~ of F, xve~ can therefore assume' without :loss 
of •generality that o- has the further prolJerty: " . ., '... . 
• : -  . : .  - . ~ . . . .  ~ .  . ' : :  
' . . . .  '" . . : (3 .15) -  
• . . . . . 
• . .  . " - . . '  . . . "  . From thedef in i i io f fo [F . 'weseethht  . .  : i.:.: .: - _ . . :. . . 
. . . . .  
i . - : : . .  -)-.:!i-! . . . . .  
"" ~-R~.urslt.ei~" eniamembl~ s,,t~ 2,'tl i
.'i . : .  ". . "  "" . .:.." • . . . . . .  . . . .  
ThemaTJ g~-,the least stage p .sa!isfying i3116), for~ is a ~2:mapotl  t"J(8), 50.i.s. 
/9-fi6itel : Hence froni - (a. 1..), "/re: Can :ass tfme: withoug loss -.6f germr~,lie,, .that. rr 
• . i i 
satis..qe.4' : -' " " " - '.' . . " " "' ' " .'"' 
• i i . ! -  i i i . . .  i ,  - i i  
• . (r~cr)(_~<8~' (x<.F(r, .~,) '~x<F(~r, ~)). " (3..17) 
i i  . " " " • ' " • - . i -  • i i 
'-5,*.= {_~ <~:.~ ~..Wcio}:-i.~: an/~-r.e~ subset. ¢5f S <.c: °= ~, ~o is c~.4init.~.. The map 
~+. the  least stage 0~r  such float x~ W,,~e: i sa  part!'al c~-r?.ctu.~ive.function on 
domain Y.. hence a.-finite. H~:nce from (3.171, it follows that(3.14), lxolds. 
Let D(8) ={z :(_--lg~r)(zt~ A ~ and (r~)(~l ~ G(8)-+ z < F(0, ~2)))}. s in~ .~ 
D(8) and D(8) is t~-r.e., D(8) must contain an a-in'inite part of A. Tl'.us the set 
D'(Si = A f'l D(8) f'l {z : (r/)(~l ~ ~ - G(8~ ~ ~¢ (rlS<z)} irr.,ust also be ~-infinite~ Thus 
E(a,,, 8, O)~-X(8) for a-infinitely many p. 
We now uote that I t8 )={y<a: ( ' - l r~cr ) (E(y ,  8,'r)>x(,5))}. is rx-r.e., so it 
su i tes  to show that ot (I(8))<ce, in order to complete ~he proof of thelemma. 
But this follows easily from (3.•17). - . 
Lemma 3.10. Fix 8</3. Then Us ={x~ A:x  is pro~ected by 8 at a-it:finitely 
many stages} m:d U'~ = I..J { ~ : ~j < 8} are ,-,-Jit!ite. Furthermore, U~ = 
{x e-A :(~r)(:t* ~ trS~. ,5 < 85 (x is protected by ~ at stage r)}. 
Proof. We ftrst show that U,~ ~ T(0", f'(o; 8)) forsome a-<~, by cases. 
Ca.~c I.. St~,~_Rn, . ) Iq(A-B) .  Let cr satisfy (3.8) for 8 replaci.,ig _~. For each 
x <a,  choose cr(x) Io be the least s tage,o"  satisfying (3.9) through (3.13) for 8 
replacing e Then for all : -~ ~(x~, M('r,8) ~ x; hence sup ({M(r, 8) : r < a}) = r,. If z 
is  protected, b1¢ iS at .4ny stage 1-~ ~r(z),.!hen z e T(d,, f'(cr, 8))or z ~A Cl Rr~s~. In 
the latter case, z must eve/tar.ally appear inB"  dr S(;r, [(8)) for some ~-, so by 
choice of g(z) .  r~cr(z)~ He,',ce if z is protected by ~ at any stage ~wo-(z), then 
z e T(o-, f'(o-, 8)5, ~.n t~-finite set. 
Case 2. ~.(~,'N(A -B)#O.  Choose0" satisfying (3.8) for8  replacing tj, and fix the 
least ::.~Sits~l'lRt(~if' l(A-B). Without loss of genet:ality, x,~e can asstlme that 
n (A "+t B~+l~ satisfies .(..3.9) through (3,i3) for x a R0r, ['(tr, 8)) , . r -  ,, and that cr . . 
replacing &.Then for all ~r ;  M(r, 8)= x and, "Z(r, f'(r, 85) -  T(m]"(&, 85)i Hence 
. . . '  - . . . . . .  - . 
~s~ = T(o'. • Je'( to, 81), au a-finite set. •Note •that U~.~_ TI~. - - . ' .- - 
• If.?x apI~cars inA:'~..~71T(T,f'(r, 8)) and is x,'ot .protected. by 8"at stage ..r~rr, 
then x can n° tbe  l~roiec'ted by 8. at ariy stab,'e r '  3. r?I-lence' T(o~, j"(o:,: .8))- U~ is' an 
a-r.e, subseto[ art :a-finite set; hence '/i-finite as-o)*= m.Tb_us Un •must alS0 be 
. .  - ;  . . .  . .  . . ; . . - .  ~ .~. .  -. : : , . .  . . . . - - . .  
• . '  . .  : - .  i~  . . ,  . "  : -  - - . . .  " . a- f in i te .  ' .  .-'. _ .  . . .  ..-q . . . .  
:  C(Si:- < :S,,o n R,,., n 0}: reis) is a of 
,5 </3 .+2 o-2p(ii)so 7is ci,finite, as is 8 - K(8). Tile 'tr ia~ ,..asei' or case 2 above.for~ 
, . . .  . .  - . . .  : : . . . . . . . .  . . ~ , .  , , ' , .  
(replacinga) Cain lbe'obiained miiformly as'a v2function 9f:~,.depe, nding only On 
• . . . .  : . . . .  . . .  . • . , : .  . . . - 
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• ' • ~ i  • I I  • • ~. i  i 
..are a-finite, and o-2cf(tx)=~3>& this a must bt~ ebb, ill,atilt in. an ,x-fiuit6 w:ty 
..fr0nl ~. For  each /~ < ,5,. denote the corrcspondina or bv'c(~(~). Let  tr'(g), be .the 
leaststage ~~*(~j) such that-for all - r~ o,"(.~)and, y.~, T.(,X:.*(~), .['(,'r*(~),. S)),. i'. is. 
protected bv8  at st,ige z if and.or. lv i f~, is'protected.by 8at  stao_.e rr'(¢). ,r'(~) 
exists"l~, the.preceding paragraph, and is.obtahiable in a. v~ ~yay from ~. Since 
/2 < ,5 < ~ = tr2cf(,.), cr'(~j) must be  obtMnable inan  ,-finite: way from ,~,-We now 
i i  : • • I i  
• • " • i I  • : I i I  • : ; see that• . .. 
• • • • • : . . '  • i I 
o " " f ' (~  ,~  ' ' " " " v ~ v .~ (~<~)(y  ¢ T6r* (~) ,  * (~ ." , ' ' .-. 
• • • I I I " " " • • 
acd y is protected by 3 at:stage tr (~-)~. s(~ ll~ is ,.'x-finlte. 
If x satisfies (o-)(~r ~o-)(~I~ < ~S) {x is pmtcctc~ by.,5 at stae.e_ ,rl. and x~ l), for 
,-.ny ~<& then once x appears in ,','~ t FI l (.r, 1 (~, -c)) and is not protected by ,~.at 
stage ~', then x is no: prelected by ~ at any stage-r '~ ~', provkled that "r i s~ the 
least o" satisf:dng (3.8) for ,5 replacing .~. Tile map.~e,~, tl~e least stage r such lhat x 
is not protected by -5 at any stage r'.-'-~r is a -Y~-defiuable funelion ~.,t'~, domain 
S<{3=o-2cf(a),  hence a-finite, ttence we n~ust conclude that U,~---- 
{x ¢ A : (tr)(~r ~- o')(~¢ < ~) (x is protected by e at stage ~')}. 
Len:ma 3.11. bTx ` 5<~3. Assume that for all .~<& 
The.~ t'~ 18) }:olds with 8 a, placing ¢. 
amt sC.'. , i )<e) .  
(3. t S) 
Proof. 'l'i~e map ~,--> the least pair (,r. ~-) (under a fixed <t-rc,ursive well-orderitg 
of ¢r Xa having ordertype a).such that .o and ~, satisfy {3~.i8) is a ~L map on 
domain 8 </3 = ~r2cf(c~), so is tz-finite. Hence we can ~,~ o: satisfy!ng(3.7), and 
(3.8) for S replacing ~, and we car, fix e such that tT and , ~Iso satisfy 
(~-~c')(ri)(~<~$) (71 <g(~).-~ C(7, ~)~ C(~) and' s(~'. ~l)<~-O. 
' . t s . l~)  
I I • • 
Note that bychoice of o-. . . . . 
(~<,~) ( - r~, )  (~( r )~ g(~) i .  ' ' . . . .  " " " "  ~ ' : " " • -.. .  ' . .  . - . . .  . . . . .  (3 .~-0) -  
Lei ~(6) ar, d t(~~ be 0s in l.,emma"3.9, and let' U; be  as in'Le/nma !LI6. B~' 
Let::t-",a 3.9 amt I2inr.aa ,~. t0, Ibm)imd Us art~ ~- f in , l c ' ,  so  we  ca l l  a lS ; l l l l~ .w l thOt i t .  
loss of ~.geuerality . . . . .  th:xt " ' '" : '" " ": ' i":" """! ' '  ~":i'. '"':'-" ' 
• - -  f i • i i  • • • • 
~i,p i l i ,~) ) :c ,  a ,d  s , :p O] :~<,~.  .. :. . - . . . . , .  
i I • • • 
Ftlrthe,:m0re~ ,re can a,suine ti~,at ~ sitli.~fie.~'(3.6),i~,d (3:10)' f/r'K rcpliu.i,~':.~:ian¢i 
i { l s0sat i s l i ;~s :  . - ' ' - .  " : . .  " " .... ~""  ' i  ~i i .  . . . . . -  
i .  i : .  .' ;, :iiS.';i) 
" ' .  " a -~u~h,~:¢  e.~rnncn~ble sdls " ' - : . '  :243  
. , . " ,  • . . . . ' :  ; 
• , : . "  , . 
. I  " , : -  I ' " - '  , : .  , 
We fitx~i show th i t t  .. ' "  '~' " " " . . . . . .  " • ; , . .  
. . . .  : . ~ . ' "  . - . .  . . - . '  , . :  
: ' . - : :  : 
• " '  - ~ . . -  - . . . ,  : ' " . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  I . . .  
• . . . , : .  - . . . . .  : . . .  . . . . . - . : .  . . . '  
t,"ox: assurfi.e ihat (3.2'2) fails, inoMer  t0.ob~.ain a ¢batradic6on: Lei ?i':.be the leas!. 
rl wimegsln~ th~ failure of (3.22)i We sb.ow thai -."". .- ' - .... " '" '.'-. ':.. "- ..... 
. , ' 1 -  3 ." (x) ( (x<e. and x~A-B)---~.[~-e,,<a;')(x=C(,¢~)). ....(0.227: 
. . ,  • . . . . .  . . - . .  . . ' . .  - . ~""  . . . :  " . .  . 
• By (3.19). ~3.7~0..) and" the d~tin~tion:o[/.', we. will...bate ~:(~-)~ "11 for som~' 1-> or. Fir. 
l l ie  least.,~~ 11' sue.h l.liai ~'k-'l ~ ;\ for'some • > c,,,-and:lLx the.least "i-' >'~z such that 
~(.r3 = A. We show that.if" (3.23) fails to hold..tfien .there is a.grea',est s'.,age r. ~--'r"~ ' 
such that.~(C)= h. If {,r~ fr: ~( r )=h}= X is finite, lhetl it has.'i greatest element 
~'".O!herwise,.let-{v~.: i<co} enumerate llae tit-st ~o-,uany elements of  X in order of 
maguitt:de. T!:en C0"~ ..~, A) ~ C(rl. hl xor all i <oJ,:soletting ~4':-sup ({¢t: i <ta]-)i 
we see that C'(r". At is uudelined. By choice of A, .~(~") --= A, and bY the defiaition 
of s. s['/',,k) is the least x~A-B"  such:that x#.~ (~'",3') for.all  • 3 '<, \ : . I f  
s('r", h)> ,% t~en by choice of rr and Since ~(O)~ A for all p~'r ' ,  (3,23.) must hold. 
If s('r", A)~ e, then by cEoiee of cr Satisfying (3.9) and (3.10) for e rep!aeingx, :re 
have s(,-/', A) = C(O, X) ft,r alt..p -~= ¢", and -r" is the ~-eatest element of X. Now by  
the definitions of .~ and .C', if {x~: i<~} enumerates (A -P_,)f3'~f3{ x : x~¢:C(,/) for 
all y < 2~} in order of magnilude, tlien: ~(.r." + i) = h + i," C'('r" + i, ,\ 5" i) is tindefined, 
and x~=C(o ,A+i )  for aU .p~ 'q - i  as 10ng as ) .+ i<g(6) ,  .and-as.we. have 
assumed the failure of. (3.22), ,~ :i-K ,~ g($)...Hehce again (3.23) holds. In fact, we 
may assume witlioutlos's of generality that tr has the ftirtller property . 
(-r :~ ,,)1'.~ : (A .- 13) I~ e)~.~ < rl') . (.,: = C(,r, g) = C(~)~. (3.24) 
Let M be the east )t such that 
.,.. ( /~<~( ,~g(~) )  and (x<e) ( ,~) (x=iC(~) -~.<: ) t ) :  " '" .:. • . , . . :  . .. :.. -. . .:. - . . . - .- 
13y'.!3.i9) and (3.24)i ~('rI~'iit ' for all 4~cr. We note (liar if:r">cr is such that 
C.(r~.~I) .is .defined"for s0me .:q :-satisfyi!~g both.A'.~ ~l < g(8) and .~(C(w, ~), ,~J, r) = 
x(8)?--fot:-all ~.stich that X '~5~l , ; then  C(o ;~)=C(r ;~) . for -aH O->-'r.and 
satisfv~nffM ~ ~ n.. For by choice o f/r,-"!~¢'sucl.i ~, !0(0, ~)=8 ahdZ(~,,, g) contai.ns. 
'no x ~ I(6) for all p ~ tr .Ax ~'(O)~ A! for all 0 ~ ,t, ? (0, ~) = C(O~ ~).fo'r all 0 ~:÷ and 
iliii, x',z n, sO f°i.s"ch: .¢..Waus. ¢h  for an. o > se 
C(O,.~')=. C(r.'.~) -" C(',") f0rall. :. 0 > W and ~St!ch t hat.A'.~g,~; .r/:,.. " ...-... - .. - 
" Bi' hMuctiotxbn {.~!:A'-~T'<~g(8)},' We now Show that  . " - . . . " . : - . .  
• 2 - '  . " " .  - - - - - . ; " ' "  - - 
• , . . . -  . .  . 
. .  - . . - : -  .-.... . , ~ , :  
. -- (3 , , , - , )  
' . : , , ' - ' ,  ,.:. : . . . . . .  : - ' " - " . ' " . . . "  . " . . . . : '  ~.:  . "  . . - . . ' .  
AS ~r(rl) is a~rccursivel~' obtained from ~,:afldaS g(~)'~a;thJs.~')iil.'complet9 .the
.:pr~,t.ff Of (3.22), Suppose:ihat ~r(.£) is defuied [drai l  ~ such flaat ) ; ,<e  < ~:. A-s cr,(~) 
is a-recursively obta;~ficd from ~; :~{'e. ci~h:asstime :M{l~duLldss.o[ generality~ that 
:there,is: a least Stage 0>~ sucl~ iha /E (a  ,, ts, o)!.--x(6). AS%~!  Z(p,:r/)i .x.,;e:note: 
• ' -  : ..~,:. Lcn, , 'ar t  . " .  - I~ ' '  ~"  : " i  ~ . " ' : "  " : : "  '- • 244 ' !.. .. . . :  . ,  . . . . . . . .  
" " '  " " '  . . . .  " " "  i 
. .  - . . .  
• . . ' .  . . .  . . . . . 
that s(p. rl) is not defined by case O~ the d,:fini,';on cf s. I f  s(p~ ~i) i~,~defil~¢X-1 b~: 
case. I or. caze 2 of  the definitioq of s, s(r, ~) = s(P, ~]) and C(r~"q) = C(P, rl) for all 
r>~O -and . E(C('r,~I),& r).<X(~). As  . C(p,."q)>r, . C(p, ~i.').~tl~ :-a~d 
r-t,, ,,,~ .a_ " " ¢ < g(~,) for some X < ~ tIence there is a r> O . . . . .  , sto. e) for all ~ such thar.,, . . . .  
such that ~-(,)= ~ and ~(~) is defined by (3.2") and {3:3~: A's C(7.I~'/)= s(~\ ~11. a~d 
as o" > cr(~) for all ~ < q, (3,25) holds i ,  this ,.'~se. 1~ s(~ ~ll i,~ defu~cJ by i~:~so 4,if '  
the dcfiuition'of s, then s(p. ~)= C'( ,. ~)~: C(p. '1). so x;,,c c-'u., set o'(,i)= p in 
13.25). If s(p. ~7 is defined by case 5 t'f tile defin!tion of s: and ~S(C(p. ~1), ,5. O)= 
X(,q), then (3.25) follo~,.'s again by s ettit',g 0(i j )Go. :-\IR! if IE(C(}j. il)~ & P)< X(,S), 
then no elements ,',.re placed in /3 a: stage :O, so a, ,~-Z(p+'.~l) .  (3.257 t:ow 
follows, as either E(C(o. ~]), 3, p+I )  = E(C(o+ 1. ~1). & P'+ 1) "-; X(t$) whet~ee we 
set' o'(rl)=p + l, or we c~n repeat the pro~f of (3~25) given when s(o. i1'1 was 
delined by case I of tl-,e defiuition of s, replacing O with p+l  throughout that 
proof. 
To complete the proof of (3.18), it suffices to show 
(~o")(~e'7(r ~ or')(~l) (11 < g(d) ~-~('r, rl) < ~,'). (3,26~ 
By (3.19), it suffices to prove 13.26) for all ~ s'4cli that g(.f)~ ~q <~ for a l l .~<& 
Fix p satisfying (3.22) for or. Let o" be the least stage ~0 such thatlE(a~,., ,% ,r'):= 
,k'(8). and let , "=sup ({~-} U{a~,,}U I(~)U {C('0~ :~1 < 8})...We wiU show that or' and 
s' satisfy (. '~._6'1. 
Fix r~ such tha~ ~ <g(5)  atrd ~1 .-,- y c_  g(,,.) [or all ~<& lri~t assnme that there is an 
x e 1(8) f'l (A -/3~ such ihat x~ C(.\) for all X ~ tl. By (3.21) :and the d,=fiuitiou ef 
s, for all " ; '~  o", x e Z('r, rl); so if E(s('r, ~1), & r)~-- E(x. ,$, "rT, then s(r, rl) ~ 1(8); 
and if E(st'r. rl). & .':)< E(.x', & "r). then st'z, r/) is defined by case 3 of the definit~on 
of s, and as E(s(r, rl), h, r )> E(C(':~ rl), ~\, 7) for some ?, ~< & either s(~-, ~17 < k or 
E(s(r. rl), ,\, ~') > E(x, A, ~), whence we see that s(r, ~1) e I(,SL Hence iu this case. 
s(z, ~) e I(8) or s(r. "o) < e, so (3.26) follo~vs. If thc~:e is uo x ¢ 1(~) U (A - /~)  Such 
that x¢C(X)  for all ) t~ l ,  then maxt,{I-(z,&o-~).:.=e.Zto-'•', ,i)))=~:'(6), - so 
s (cr'. "q7 ~ t~,... I f s ('r, ~17 = s(tr', ~1) for :t!~ r ~ or'. (3.267 follows. Otfie n~;ise, the, re is 
a least p>~r' such that s(p. r l)~s(M,~l).  A ~ or' .,atisges (3.22) ~ this:cai~ only 
happen if C(o". r/'~ = C:(p. 71)= s(p,-~q), a ~d s(~'. -q)- C(O, ,i) f0rall r ~p.  !tence we 
see that (3.26) holds. -. 
Le~,,n,a 3.12. l:.:,, a,'l. ~ < fJ. t~,er,' ~rc ,,-t~ a,d  ~t~) s:,rrz that for air 'i ~!~ ,'~,:~l 
7" ~,.., (6), CC.", ~i) is dc~ucd. C(~'. ~) .-. C(;1)."and s(7. ~', < e(,~): 
• . -  . . .  
Proof. Immediate from Lerruua 3.1'1 by induction on'/3, 
• . • . - .  . . . . . .  .. :. -..'.:3 , : - - .  
• . . . "  . 
[,emma 3.13.' Fix ~ <of: I2t 8 be fl.fe" least • Ordiltaist::'h that ~(5)>rl..I.ci hbc  fl:e. 
least ordbial < 8 such:!l!dteitherC(n.) ~ L,~ oi'. C(,~) ~ ~ (.k)iflsiwh!~iteni0~atcxi..~,.i~,. 
and let X =6 othencise. ~cn"EfC(~)  :~)<<--".X¢~)  .' :" " : ' "'-, . . . . .  "~: """:- 
..."!" :.- " ' . . .  " . i  ~ . . . .  " ~--~ec,,.si~rl~. - . ,~;,,,i~:er~bla. . : .  .sas. " " "  - "-'...v" " " " " '~  . ' . . , .  245  
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.Prtmf..Fix :0:-~ er(3)i Then. ~('r)-~ g(B) >:.~"f0r all ;:~- or. 'By Lemma 3.).0;= U~ is 
~-finite, so by choice O[ ,~, wecan :isSmue that o- alsds~tisfies . . . . . . . . .  " 
' . ' . . . .  . . .  . .  : . "  . ' . 
• . . . . .  i 
(~'~o')(~<X~ . (C(~I) is not prozecmd by~:at.-ctage.'r). - : . ;. ' (3.27) 
. . . . . . .  . - -  : . -  
By Lemma. 3.9, tb&'e is a' least st-?..g~:. O >"~ sucl-i-that E(a~, X. p) = X(A). Fix ~fich 
:i p. By the.definilion of s, as a,: ~ Z(0, ,\), we se,', t!~at either. E(C(~I), A, i)) = X(A), 
whe~ice the lemma holds, or E(C(,,)), ,~, p) < E(s(p, .~), ~., i~). in tl~e latter case, by  
Choice 0f..cr.--~cr(8) and .(3.27), we see th,',.r {(p)~-~ a contradiction. Hence the 
lemma n-iast hold. 
&emma 3.1.4. A - B ~rng  (C) .  Fur thermore ,  
(x < ~)(3cr' < ~)(~->- crg(~ <~)(y  < x) 
() .  e A - B  ---* (y =. C(v .  ~)  ~> y = C(~) ) ) .  
v,o,,f,. T_,~t .~ ~A-S  t,~ ~iven. Choose ,:r satis(yi.g (3:~)anti (.'i.t0j for x. Let x 
be the least ordinal such that ~(pj=A for some p>o-. By Lemma 3.12 and since 
x) ,(3.,)t.~ = C(~, / j ) ) ,  is a-finite fc, r ,all r, such a ,\ roll.st exist. FLx the least p>cr  
such that ¢(p) := A. Let ' ,q :. < f¢}-= X be an thmmcration of  {y ~ A -" B : y ~< x and 
y # C(p..~) for el! ~ ~,\} in order of magni|ude.' If X =.0, then we a"e done, letting 
f r '  -=  i ) .  . . . .: 
Assume that ,\'~-0. We show that X~mg(C)~ Assume by indUction on 
{3' : y< K}. that .. 
(~ < V)C~-(it))(,-~ ~'(~)) (c(r; i.-J ~)=- ~(.,, +.1 -- .~;,). (~.2.R.) 
By Lemm:'/ 3.12, we can assume lhat .r (g)  is the last stage f such that ~(w)= 
X+~:  hence .for al l  ~/~k,  if v(it) is' defined for all .~<.--/, then 
sup ({w(it): g .< i~}) < a.. Le{ w = sup ({r(~L): It < 3"}). Then by (3.28), g(¢) = ?, + 3' as 
• [ ' "  C'(), 1 +' .'y) is .undefined and g( r ) )  k, + 3". Aso"-satisfies (3.9) and ,,~.10! for..N 
replacing x , .  C(%. X -1= 3") =I.r 4. Suppose that there'..is a stage ~">-r Sucli.tha.t 
C(w'; X +.4/)~.~, inorder  to obtain a contradiction. Fix }he, least such r'.: By 
choice Of rot )  forI f  < ?, we Ilium have ~(I-') = X + % I f  ~i'r') is defined by (3.2).and 
.(3:3), then C'" ' .: t r ,  ,\ + 3") = .~. isplaccd in B. cofittadicting the Choice of. 0" satisfying 
[3.10)for a~. But then.~(r') is defined by (3.1) and C(x ,.X 3')= x~r, contradict!ag 
tile choice of w'. We i~6w ieethat  (3:28)holds for all y.<." ~ .A  ~ x = x 4- for.some 
y <.~, the'lcmma follows from(3.2S)~ " '" " " " choosing o" =sup ({w(-~) :/z < ~¢}) . . '  
• . . " . .  : - . . . . . . ; ' - . • - ,  
. .  " . ! " . .  - . . '  . '  
Lemma 3A5. B-A ,2rng(C) .  " ' :  _ , : : : - : 
:: i i: : :  : ;  : . . . .  
:(3..9: a.a " 
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Pr0~f. By Lemma 3. ! 2 and (3.4), rno (C) ~s;a:-h~fini:e. By (3 B) i~hd Lemma 3.15. 
A-B=mg(C) .  "" ." . i :  " " ".: ' 
" d '  
Lemma 3.17. For cacl, £<[3, E(C~8), .~/~X(~) for loll but a-bovnd, dlv mc.ny 
C(a)  ~ A - IL 
Proof. By Lemm,',. 3.13. if E(C(8).,,e)<Xt,~),thc~ .cither..8<~ or (:{3)~U~' or 
(7(8)< ~-'(rl) for so:hr. ~)< .,,.e {C(B~:fi<:¢] i.~ ,v-i, niic sh;c~" it is ~:qitnlto 
{C(o'(,). ~): 3 < .~]. Lt~ is it-finite front l..cmin:: 3.10. Aud {C(3) : (7(6"1 < r0~) for 
some ), < £} is a-finite bv Lamina 3.12. Hence {C(8):U(C(8).. £..)<.x:(~)} is con- 
tained in an a-finite set. so is ,'~-bounded. 
Lemma 3.18. Fix 6<,8. and assmne a)m S~.~2 Re(~f'I(.~.-B). T!,¢n 
S¢~,~'J (Rt(,~)- A) is c~-,.e. 
Pro~,f. Let D ={z :(3a}(_-~ A" and (A)(A ~ G(8) ---, z < F(~r, ,\))} where G is as in 
the statement of Lemtm 3.9. Then D is a-r.e, and D ~_A. Since (~(=')d:(ct.fi is
separated, there are disjoint =-recursive sets A '  and D' wkh union a such tna.' t 
A'~_A and D'c__D. It it sul]~cient to .~how tl~at, assuming Ihe hypothc.¢is e.f the 
lemma, then (S,(,~U(Rr~.,~-A"1)f3 D' diffe~,'s only (x-finitely fiom (St~O 7]~,,,)N 
D'. Clearly Rt(,~ -A  GTtt~v h remains to be shown that Tr,~ a contains only 
a-finitely many elements of (B-S,-(~Of'ID'. 
Let I(8) be as in the statement of Lemma 3.9. Then t(8) ,.'s a-finite by kemma 
3.9. Clxouse ~r su~ciently large ,o tim*, (3.0~ and (3.10) ;',re satisfied for 
x = sztp (.f(fi)). We call assume without loss of ge,,crality Ill:at ~r satisl~es (3.7) and 
(3.8) for ~ replacing /j" and since 1(~) is a-finite and from Lemma 3.1.2 and 
Lemma 3.14, we can assume without los.s of generality that 
(r ~ ~r)Cy ~ I(8))(n < a)  (y = eta,  1"1) *-* y = C(n)). (3.29) 
Consider a stage 0>o" where z =lim~_,,,C(r.~l). z ~ D'. is enumerated i~ B. 
E(C(p, ~1), O(p, rl), 0 )> E(z. 0(p, tl). p). Fix tim least h ,a0(  0, ~l) such that 
E((7(p, rl), A, p )> E(z. A, t'). If A ~-t'~,-lhen since z e D', E(C(v, ~1). 6 )> X'('5)., con- 
tradicting (3.29). ltence k > & Suppose z. ¢ T,..ta > Then z ~.T(p,f'(p, 8)5 because z
cannot he enumerated in Ttt.~ ) a~ter beiniz enumerated {iIL-]. Since A > & z cannot 
be protected hy ;3 at stage O. Hence .Z ~ S(p, f'(p, ~)), so .7¢ .'St,s ~. 
We thcrefore conclude tlmt T~,~ f3 (B - Sta,~'l f3 D' = Tvta~ ft, t I~ .... "--S)e~i) CID'. 
Since B ''+t is a-qnite and ,x"~ =a,. "i'ae,~r'tfB°"(~Sr~))ND'. is . a-fimte." " 
We can now complete Iiic proo~ of the theorem. Since."/maps/.:~ bnto".a, by 
I.emma 3.1.8, Qv is satisfied for' ,'.ql 5' <,'r . .By, (3.55, (3.6),. and Lemma 3.15, 
A - B = rng (C). BY l~mma 3.17 and l..em,,a:i 3.9. E(C(.~), ~5 = )X(8) for:all but 
a-boundedly many C(O.'{z :E(z, ~)>X(6)}~A and {z :E(z, 65>X(8)}IrlB are, 
a-bounded ct-r.e, sets, so -'.re a-finiie, t ience thcir.dillerence, {f..'(£) : E(C({~); 8)'£- 
• ' ' " - ' (  " t~  "~ X(8)} is a-finite. Since {x : E(x, 85~ X(8)} is.e-r,e, and contains A, xx: E(x., ~ ) 
X(6)}U~tUB is a-r . : . ;  as its ' ' " " ' . . . . . .  ' ' ~ - '  ' ' - -  " " " comnlenle, n t . ,  . , .  {x.':. E(x... o)<  X't°/I-. ~ , (A -  B ) . .  Is.. a -  
bounded,  this complement most l~:b(.Cf~nite: | Ience f,sr all .but hi~linit~¢l~, (.q~,ny 
• . .  .. . : a - f ledurs f l :¢ lv  ¢ .umen:b le  sets  . 247  
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z ~ A -B , .  if.. A O ~,~t,,.~. = .~, thcn'l~ 171 .@/d: ~s a-fi~nite, By Lemma 3.16, A -.B. is 
ix-infinite: Tlius R is a major subset of A. 
'q-he Theorems we ha-e .proved-so"far in tl~is~secfion will be used lo obtah~ a 
comlitioli on V-3 sentfinci.~ o fg  which is necessa~, for such ~' sentence to be true 
0~'dr ~6*(a): .a*(d.))..q'hcfac, t that fi/e cc.ndition is also su~eient will follow from 
the. remait:.ing theorems of this section. The next lemma and theorem will be used 
to this em~ for timse V ~- theories which a~-e the same as that of (~g* (to), s,~*(~,,)). 
The proof of the lemma is immediate frdm [4. Lemma 6], and the theorem is a 
generalization of [4, Theorem 4]. 
Character:slit teducliou len,~ta. Let (L ,A)  be a separated "svb-d-latticc of  
([qa%, .~t(.~'.)) ~:~.~'~ letR be an ,v-recursive set Let (U, A' t=(L ,  A)[ P,. Then ehher 
the i;,cl,xi.'m maF [ro:n (L', A')--* (L. A)  is a d-lattlce isomorphism, in which case 
both d-lattices have the same chm'acterisfic, or (L', A')  hc.s 6haraeterist;.cless lhan 
tha: of(L, A). 
l_ct (L. A~ ~,nd (L', A') l~e fini':.e d-lattices uch that (L, A )  is a sub-d-lattice Of
<L'.A'). V/e sa~. that .(L, A) and (L', A') satisfy the withimtess prese~valion 
prQperty Q~¥PP) if there is a fur:ction C defined on eacla I:.~.ir (a', a) such that a is 
an atom of (1.~,<) and a' is ar. atom of (L', A ' )  not contaiced in an innermost. 
atom of (L ,--%} satisb'in;: 
li a .:rod b arc atoms of (L, A) such :hat a ~ b, then C(a', a) 
and C(a', b) are ato,ns of (L', A't such that C(a', a).< C(a', b). (3 •30) 
1~ a :s the atom o[ (L. At containing a', then C(a', a) = ,'t'. (~-.31) 
C(a'. a) ~ a. (3.32t 
Theorem 3.19. Assmne that ct*=a m:d ~hat tr2cf(c:)=/o'2p(~). Let (L,A)~_ 
(L', A')  l?e finite d-latticcs wiOt ( [ ,A t  separate& and I.".t (P, B) be a st, b-d-lattice 
o[ (Z(a'), .,',l(ctt) with no a-finiw aIon'.s a,hich is iso,norphic to. (L, At.  Suppo.~e 
[urHwr that 
(L. 20 and .(L', ,4J) satisfy ~ATP; (3.33) 
" every OuJermosl atom. o fA  is an'awm of A' ;  " (3134) 
• . -  . . .  • . • . , . . .  .,. 
• . . . . : . 
if :U' amt b' are atoms of A '  ~:onthined i" lhe respectit, e atoms a, 
•. b of A ' .and if  . is iust. withinb',~ . . tlren .a = b Or a:. isj~t within. (3.35) 
b:  aml" " ..> . . ... " " " 
. . . . "  . ~ . . .  . " .  - . . .  . . . . . . . .  " .  . "  . . 
' . . .  - - . . . . (P ,  Bt  i~.i~red~:i'(b.le; . -  .~. . .: .. (3.35) 
' :  i " '  ' " "> " ' "  - ' ' " . : "  . i '  " ' 
• Th~,i .lhcre.i~-a r, Trcse,italion (P', B;~ of. (L', .A'i. in...(~(~t, .~¢(a)~::w!flt rioc~-/i,fite 
."-IS 3t. l.:,rt,+:,~a . 'l 
atoms ~-~+cl~ Ilia{ ~]~. $3)~-~P'.. B') '  t~-wa., ti:e ~lioqram. 
.(L+ A i  " ;~r.'.:a'~ 
:F ' "F.... 
(P. :q} ~ ,(p,, B,,~ 
. . •  . •• 
...).~ . . . . .  .. 
COlllDlll[d$. 
Fig.. 1. 
lhrooL A-~.~:ume the hypothesis of the theorem. \\Y, wi!l t't~llM(llCl ~| dqaltic¢ 
(P'.B')~_(P,B}. and tm isomorphism /" of (I,',eV~ onto (P',B'x... [' will be 
constructed by stages ~cr :or <a] ,  :rod f' = li~,~ . . . .  ./". It ,.viii be easy to verify that 
Fig. 1 commutes. 
In order for /" to be an isomorphism, it suf,'iees to .,;~tisfy the [ollox~'ing four 
condition~: 
Existence of required ate-ms: For eacil atom a' of A',  ['(a'~ (3.37) 
is a-it~finite. 
Sets which should no~. be a-r.e, are nen-a-r .e. :  For each 
pair of atoms a', b' of A'  such flint a' is just with,u b' and for (:3.38) 
each a-r.e, set $, 
f (b ' )~ S ->  S f~f'~a') #g. 
No extraneous atoms: / I  {f(aq: a' ,'ut atom of A'} = o-. (3.39) 
gels which sh,:uld |?e c<-r.e_ are c~-r.¢.: For eacl: c'~ L', ('(,'q (3.-~0) 
is ~- r .¢ .  
Let C be the flmction given by WPP for (L, A)  -'.-nd (L', A'). C cxists by (3.33). 
Let g:¢r2cf (~)~,  c+ be a strictly increasing -_v cofinality function as in Lemma 
1.4, a::d let h : to'2p(a) ~ ct be- a one-one tame v projection. Let g', h' c, enc,ate 
g. h r-,spectivel:,,. 
For each innermost atem a of A. choose an t*-iufinit~ ~,-rccursivesubset R of 
f(o),  with R = f(a) if a is also outcrifioSt, 13), Theorem 2,2 and Thcot:eai 2.1, we 
can define [' so that the sub-d-t:~ttice:of (g:(a),,~:(c0)l R generatedlby./d'(a'), n 
i~ ::,'~--':r and a' an atom of Z ' |  has noo:- f i l t i te .at0nisand is'is0na0rphic.i'o. 
(L', A ' ) la .  This will guarantee the satisfficti,'~n of (3J37)(d,en-a,...is contained i n 
an innermost a~om of A, and 0t t,,,3~) when .I-,~+.h a'. an; 1 b ._ar'.c.. ~'ontaincd in the. 
s role innermost :,,tom of A.. (3.39). and (3~q0) ,-ire ~dso salislJed xvhh rcsp~fiCl to 
( ; ,~( - - ) , .a (a~) l  R.  " : : -  - ' .- .  . ' .  • - - , .  . 
To sa!isiy (3.:~7), it now s(tfi]c~.~ to sat'.rsfyihe rcquit:emel~ts {a!; i} )vhere a'  runs 
ihrough all atoms b~.A' not 'contain,:d in'at~ imaermost cr outermo~t atom of A 
and. i <0"2cf(a) ' {a'; i}. dcn~ands !hat. f(o;) n B:ii);hj -' o . . In  order '  to. satisfy 
(3.38), it suffices to satisfy ali reqUircm~ms {a',"b'; i} Where a' and b' nm ttirough. 
all pairs 0 fa toms of A' such-that ' " "; " -a:)s .lust.x,.,.ithin b'.:i~vjd- : ;  ' ':" ' . : ~uch t~lat../) .as not 
a-Ec,'ur.~i~dy catt~t:emt~!e sets " " 2.19 
i 
. . .  . . . 
eoa:a incd it~ a~: iune~los~ ator,1 of. A.  and. i~:  io-2p(&), {n', b' :  i} demands  tliat if 
. ~1~,,,,, th ,  n ~l.5,u~N/~ta')¢6.. : - i : , "  . . . . . . .  ; . - '  .. ' " - 
2, rzquirzment i .{a' ; i}  :. . . . .  is .n, ~ ttm :first i:L,~d.: A requKement  ~a,r , o'";"t} is .0[  the 
szcolid k!hd f fa '  aucJ b~are  " " ~"  .... : . . . . . .  ~ • " " ;.co.'.Faineu m we_s'-,,nn~ ato:.n ot.,-L, and of tile tl,ird 
• • " " ' ' ~,• " t~ 11 .  . -  . . . .  klt:~t ;otherwise.  A .t~eq~airement ~,s-a risfi, d if-ttie demar~d which tlie' requ~.rement 
makes  is met.  . ' : : '  : " ' " " i- ' . " . '  - 
: 'S.inee o-2cl:(,x/=to'2'p(a) av, d (/-,!i A ' ) .  is-f inite,, we can .ge l  an a - recurs ive  
ort iedng of all 'requ.irements o f  oi'der~tYl~e ~;o'2t~(a), {R  I :/" <.t.o-2p(a)}, •,such that  
for all ~ <to'2p(6¢), th,-re ~s a . , , ,<a.sueh 1hat for ..all j</~;  if J-'qt ={a'~.i} then 
r , b' ;  i}, then h(i)<% Rj wit lbe  approxi.'aarxted to at stage o" g{i) < y, and if R t =~a, 
= R s..= {i~ ; by R}" defined as follows: If R I f ' . " ' la ;i}, then i,,} dernanding that '  
l I t '  ~ " lJ t .  . 
f,~(a') FI [g'tcr, i), ~) ~ 9.. And  if 1~ = {a,  b ; i}, li~en, R~ = {a ,  b ,  i,} demanding 
/hat if [',,(1,')£ W~'~.,,,.n. It:on ll':].t,,.~)f'l/'~(!l ') ¢.~. Satisfaction of requirements R]" is 
defined i:i the obvious ' ray.  We Say that  R~ has higher priority ~han R i if i<i. 
Similarly, we say that Ri" has higher priority thd~z R'~ at stage.o- if i< j .  
Let T be the union of  all the a - recurs ive  sets 'R  as a runs through the 
innermost  atoms o£ A. As in the proof  of  Theorem 2.1, we use the ~eehnique or' 
descent through boxes. Let st . . . . .  s, be all a toms ol: B~ ,;,e~ let .tq,- . . . .  % l,e all 
ihe atoms of A, so that [(ni)--.sl for  ~=1 . . . . . .  p. L : t  t -q , . . . ,p~, ,  be boxes 
corresponding to  Iq . . . . .  u,. respectively. A t  each stage cr o f  the cdaaruct ion ,  we 
will place oile e lement  of T in an o.utei'most box,. or  my~'e such an e lement  f rom 
one box to anotl icr  just within ii. (Terlnhiolog~; carries ove(  from. atoms to boxes 
in the obvious way.) F rom the proof  of "l'heorera 2.1,~:e.can doth is  ct-recursively 
so that for J '= 1 . . . .  ',/;, an}, e lement  of ~.:~ S~ eveniu:l l ly re'aches It l -and remains  
there.'  Let t,t . . . .  , ~4~ be boxes'corresponcLing respectiv' , ly to {he atoms v~, . .  :; U,, 
of  A ' .  At  each stage of the cons/ruction, the ordinal wl:ich is Placed in a /+-box  or  
moved from one; tr;-box to. another ,  will a~.so.be p laced it; ,.i u -boxor  cfioved f rom 
one t,-box, to another,  respectively. This will be done  so that. at any ~tage, if x is 
placed in a g -box  eorrespondin, ,  to ,'in a tom a of A, then at the same stage, .-: i s in  
.iusi one v-box, and that v -box  c0rresponds'to '  an a tom a' o£ A'  suefi that a '~  o.. 
!~ '~1 is a box,. then ..q (~r) ~thll denote  the a- f in i te  set of  ordinal.; Wlfieh are in box 
~1 at thebeg inn ing  of stage at. i f  a '  is an a tom of A '  corresponding to the v -box  -r/, 
then / ' ( i t ' )  .=. rl(o~)~ ..:. .- . . " : . : ' . .  " -- .. -'{... • .i . . ". : 
-We de(tile functiotls. G .and F wl!i.zh .will' be: .used to. assign ordinals" to 
requirenient~. If R~" is {q';~i,,} where a ' .d~rresponds to box  71, we set G(,i,:o') equal  " 
to the Icast .e le inent  of. ~l(/r) wh ich - i s  ~-' ' " -' : ' . . . . . . .  . i~g (o-,-1) ff .there is- one;- and equ,"d to o- 
otherwise-. I f  R, is {,l', b ' ,  i}whei-e a ' ,  b ~ Co rresp0taff to i theb0xcs~,  .o respecti~,cly, 
• we  set G(/,  o,) equal to  the least e lement  of: (~(o') U W~.(u' o) U (p(o')FI t."¢s,,(,, o) i~ ' 
thc ie i s -one ,  and equ~ii to'o:"otherwise.  We'def i ,ae ; - i ' . - . - i "  . ~. ' " " "-'"" ' 
• . . - . . . - . . . . .  ~ . . -  - "  . .  . . . .~  
- . . .  . . 
" :  F(0, 0) =I G (0, 0) " .' , . . . .  ' . ' . "  : ' .  " " . "v - ' " . . . - .  ';,:. 
:-' " . . . . . .  "" - : . .  - ' - . '" ' " .  " - . "  : : . . ' - " . - .  " i i - - . ' . " .  ' - .- .  
• . ,  : F (£  0) = max ({sup ({F(~'; 0):-r .< M).:4-g'(0, X), G(A,,0)}).... i£A >.0, " 
" ' .  " 7 . : - - . i  " . : -  
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and .. ..... .-: .:.. 
r:(A. ,,.) = iua:~ ({sup ({z:(~. "r): r <,(}) + g'(~,, x),.su.~, ([I-'(,~. r ) :T< a'}), 
• O(k , -~, )}}  ;f k>0,  and y>0.  . . .  
We make the convention that F(-1,  3 ' )=-1 for all -: <at. F(A,.3,) i.~nondecre~s-. 
ing in "1' for fixed a. strictly increasing in ,\ for fi.'(ed 7 (as we can asstune that 
g'(T, 3 . )~0 for all y and ,~.), and ~G(X,T) .  Furtl ietmore, as  . : t<a2cf~) ,  
lira,._,, F(A, -},) exists if and only if Em,.~, G(& ~,) exists for eacl~ ,3 C~.< o-2ct'(c¢~; 
and if lim.~ .... F(.\. "~') does not exist, lhen sup (IF(,\. -'~,: ~ < t:d.)-.--, ,r. I..ct. H(.~. o~ 
denote the least ,\ < to'2~.l.a) such that .~  F(,\, t~) i'~ such : ,k exists, and tile least 
A < tcr2p(a) such that g'(tr, A) # lira.. .... g'(~'. X) otherwise. I l((:, o-~ is delined, by 
( l .4 ) .  
• If at stage o', the ordinal x is moved from u~ to u~ where :~ is an outermost 
atom of A, we assign x to  the requirement Rh.f~,.rttx.,~ ~. 
We now proceed w;t.h the construction: 
Stage tr. Part I. Le ~. k be the least ordinal such that R;, is of the second k;.nd. 
say {a', b'; i}, and such that tht re is some ~x e ~',,,.~l where x h~ been assigned to 
and x is curren!ly in the v-box of b'. Move the least such x from the ~,-b0x of 
b' to the v-box of a'. 
Part II. Case 1. At stage o-, suppose that x is placed in a g -box  corresponding 
to an outem:ost atom of A. Place x in the v-box corresponding to the atom o.' of 
A'  which is equal to a. Such a box exis,~s by (3.34). 
If the condition of case I does not hold, then at stage or. some x is na;,-_x, ed from 
g-box /.t, to /.t-box It,, a;d  x is now, er has already been assigned to a 
requirement, say R,. 
Case 2. a~ = {a'; i}. If x is in tile v-b<,x  of C(a' ,  t#), move it to file v-box c:f 
C(a', tt,). Otherwise, x is irt a v-bo x, say t,k, and we move x from v:, to the ],-bo:~ 
of C(v~:, ,). 
Case 3. R. --- {a', b'; i} is of the second kind. Pt:oeeed ;is in ease 2, r~plasing.a' 
with b:. 
i - i  
i i  i I 
• : i I • • 
Case 4. R I -- {a', b'; i} i~ of the third k~nd. If x is in' fl~C. f -box  of C(b', u,:l and 
C(b', tt,)~ b', then we move .-¢ to the v-box OfC(b ' ,  u,). If X is [n'th-~ o-box of I~' 
and u, contains a',  movc-x to tht~ iv-box of u'. OAherwis¢, ptbcced as in casc.z,-  
. • i I 
replacing a '  with b'. : ;. . . . .  '- " 
Tiff s completes tile construction. For i = 'l,- ' . ,  q, let [ (t:~) n ! : - . : ,m . . . .  .f~,tq,, 
and deline ['(o~)f", Tas  was pieviou.,~iydesciibcd. " ' . .  " . " ' .  . :.. 
.. -: . " ' ' . :  i : . - .  . . . . ' - 
• • • • ; i i i  
L e m m ~ i  3 [20 ;  Foi,each i<to '2p ia ) i  lira,,[..,, U(;., o:) exists. " '". ,.. 
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• l'tot:,'f, t.kssunl.e, by induc!{on, .that the lemrna .is true for all 1¢ <i. We show that. 
th- ~ temma is. tnle. for i. and so prove the lemma. S!fic'e g and-h, aretame, and 
since, o-2cf(o:)- r~21~(a~, implies"/hzt "t:r2pCe~j is a. regular a-c'ardhaal, there is a 
stage cr such that 
' ,  , ' - .  
and 
" 0"~ ~)'I¢ ~. L i ' (a ' ( r ,k )  = hC!¢)), 
where K := [k :~_ j ) ( j~ iana  R i --{a': k} for some a')} and L ={k: ( .q j )q~i  and 
Rj = {a', b': k} for some a', b'~}. Not,~ that K and L a~e ~-finite. Tb.b map l ,---, the 
least stace ~t such flint (r~h~(F(]. -r) = F(h X)) is a % map on dolnain i < o-2cf(o¢), 
hen~-e a-finite. Thus we can assume without losa of generality lhat a satisfies 
(r ~ ~r)fd < i) (Fq. "r) = F(j, o')). 
Assume that lira,,_,, F(i, ¢) does not exi.,..t, in order to obtain a contradiction. 
Then sup ({F(i, o'): o'< a}) = a.- Let U.  be the ~-;.e. set defined by .x e U ~ x is 
assioned to a requirement other than R~ during the, course of the constluctin~. Wc 
note lhat UG ~" and for x ~ Tl"l[o-, a) ,  x e U<~ x is placed in U befo:.'e the least 
stage .- such that F( i . . , )~x.  Since , ,~=th U. is regular, so 0 is a-r.e. Hence U i.s 
a.-rccu_~ive. 
_ r , m}. Let a be the atom ~f A containing a'. No'.e that ~ is SnFPOSe fl~at R~- la ; 
neither ov tennost nor inn ~,rmost. If x e O FI f (a)  N [o', a), th,:.n x follows a path 
a: , . . . ,a ,=a  in' (L.A). From part II case 1 and ease 2 of stage o" of the 
construction, x occupies, in |urn, the v-boxes corresponding respectively to the  
atoms C(a'. a ,) . . . . .  C(a', a,.) = a', and x/remains in this last box at all ';u~ciently 
large stages, because x is assigned• to .R~. Hence there can t:e no x~ 
O~f(a' l f3[o' ,  a)lq[g(m), a), else !im~,_;.,F(i, o') would exist. Thus Uf' l f (a)  is 
c~-fi.fite. 
Next, . suppose that R~--{a', b'; ,!} of the se-r~o,d kind..Lc~ a' .a~d b'. he 
contMned in the atom a of A..Note that a is nr:itl,,er innermost nor outermost. 
Consider x e Of' l f(a)~[~r,:a). Such an x.follo~vs a pafl~ a, . . . .  , a ,= a in (L, A ) .  
From part II i:ase i and case 3 bf Stage 0-. oLthe construction, X 0cculSies, in turn, 
the v-I~oxes of C(b ' ,a , ) ,  . ; C(b'~ ~)  - b": But :t may.~.mt remain in the ~,-boX of 
b' for ~..11 suflldently large stages. Fron) part l of stage o- of tim. c0nstructioa, x 
remainn,in the V,l.~x:of b'. at air sufficiently l.--rg e stages just if x ~ ~'~¢,,,), and 
othcr~Gse, x is eventually ~hoyed from the, v=bo.~ .of b '  to the v-box of' a' where ~t 
remain~ [or aii sotlidentty :lat£e stag~s; Tlius it tia6re"is a:nix e OOf(h)~[ f f ,  a), . 
G(/ ,  tr)~-~x for all suhScientlv large • o', so iim,;.-,d F(!r o,) exists. We ConclucJe that-;.. 
Oi'lf(.~)~[~r~r~)=0. so Of i f (a )~s  a-fihite..- . . . . . . . .  ' "" ': . . . . .  " • . . - . . - C  . . 
=. ":ina'i3;,: suppose that R~.= {a', b'; m} o~ the 't'hird .~nd, v~i~h: a', b' contained: 
respeciivelyl in ihc :atoms a, b o f  A. By ,(3.35), 'a. is jUst:~,;,.itliin b."Consider'-: 
x~ 0 f~/(b):~q [&,'a). From p,srl Ii ease, iia,~ d case ~-o[:slagetr oftlae 6onsti-ucfion, " 
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we see that wliile x t~llow.~ a path a , , . . . :  c.; ' b in (L..~k). x occupies, in turn, the 
t,-boxes of C(b', a,) . . . . .  C(b'. a.] = b' alld x remai,'~ in th'.'s .'.ast FZboi~: for all 
sufficiently large stages. Hence -. 
On.f(b) n[m al = Crnf'(b']n[o: ,:,.). 
If x ~ Tf3 U Nf(al.t'i[tr+ al, then .',: folio~.'s tl:e path at,' . . . .  a~ = b. a #.n (L. A). 
a:ld x occupies, in turn, the f-boxes of C(b'. a,l . . . . .  C(b'. t~,)---b'. ~q' al~d re- 
mains in the lust of lhese :.-boxes for "ill sull-;ektntly I,trgc. sr:gcs. "l'lu~s 
£rl U FIf(a~f3[~r, . )  = "~'N L~:Ct/"(a')f't[,r. ~). Also, since tim, ...... F(i. ,r)::  a. 
st,p (!G(i, o'): tr <a})  = a. so/ '(b'~ ~- ~i.~,v,,, a td ',X~,o,,,t"t 'F(-i 0 N / (a )  N [o-. t~] = 13. 
1.~.t tt.v, weL  he given such th::t tt-.~t,~w, b=w-t , ,  a=v- r .  Then 
[I-1r,(f(b)f3f(t+~)]fq[,~r,(xl. ' is n'-r.e, s';nce it is equat to [fftF3((~.~,,,.~,q 
T-'1 t(w))  U/01)~] U f ( ' l )y l  N'[,T, ~ ~. I t zucc  [., ~ I"1"u(:t ) U [(tt)~ is a -r.e. 
\~,e can now adjust U and 0 so tha,. no ac-linite atoms are in the sub-d-lattice 
or (+ t.).,~(a)) gencnued by {_f'(a') :a'  an atom of A'} and rr. ,~nd so that the new 
d-lat+ice induces the same sub-d-lattice of * " ~ (~ (a), .  (a)) as the one induced by 
{.F(a ,: a' an atom of A'] and U. Suppose that this has been done. Without loss of 
generality, we can ass'-,me that U remains uneha::ged. Let  C, be the compoJ~ent 
of (L. A)  containing t~:.e atnms mentioued it~ ~.~. :tnd let e be the outermost atom 
of A contained in C~. Applying the char~cteristic reduction lemma to (P..lq) and 
U, we see that the it, "It,-sion ,nap from (P. B)I U into (P. I;) yields no inverse 
image for f(c). so (P./5) I U has sma!ler char:(cteristic than that of (P../3). If R+ is 
o[ t:~.e fit~! kind or second kir:d, we st'," that 0 t"l[(t,.'),= I~. Applying lhe charac- 
teristic reduction lemma to (I'. L;) an6 U, we see that the inclusion nmp f rom 
(t'. B) IO into (P, 13) yields no inv zrse image for / ' (a) ,  so (P, 13) 10  has smal'er 
characteristic than that o f (P  B). And if ~ is ol the third kind, then 0"O 
(f(b) Uf(td) L~ a-r.e. Hence Of 3(,~(b)Uf(tt')) contains Of 3f(b) but excludes [(a]. 
Applying the characteristic reduction lemma to (P, 1_1) and U, we see that the 
inclusion :nap from (_P, B) I 0 into (P, B) is not an isomorphism since f(aY'<f(b) 
in (P,B) but . f (a)NU is not wi th ,n/ (b) f3  I] i~i (P, l l) l  O. I lence (P, B)I  0 has 
smaller characteristic than that of (F, IY). We now .~ee that we have contradicled 
(3.36L and so have proved the lemma. : 
From I_emma 3.20 and the comments following the definiti0n of b,w¢ seetit.it- 
( , 1i <to'2p(~)) Jim G(i. trl exists}.- 
Lc! R+ = {a'; m} and let ,5 :z.tim., ,~ G(i, '(r). . ' lhc, ~5 ~['(a')13[g(m'l, ta-), hence 
{a'; m} is satisfied. Sined g is a.~.,colinality fimction, andsince al l / 'equtreme,ts'  
{o'; k}: are satisfied,'['(a') is a-u,lboui~ded, ]:ci:ce a-i~-~finite. F~m the comments 
about innermost atoms,'we see that (3:.37) is satisfied; Since e~'.ch ordinalof  T is i ,  
a fixed /.,-box at ,all sufticientlv larg,Ystages,we see from the definition 'of?T tha i  
(3.39) is satisfied. ."? " " ~ ": '. . . . . - .  - . . .  ' . '  . . . :  . . .  
• . . . . . . . . . . .  
Suppose ' ' . . . .  ~ ", . . . .  i' , " ~ • c .~A-L ,  l l y  Lemma 1.3..tlter~ are atoms a .  b o [A '  '~:tich theft 
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b'~¢' ,  a'~:c' a.nd a' is  just within b'. Id b' is not contained hi an innermost a~om 
of A; thei: th,~re are reql~iremc~ts {a'. b';:m} for all m < t~2p(a). Suppose'that 
/'(c') is ff-r-e,,, say f(c')  = BS,,, a. Then j:'(b')_ Bf,,,~p Let ,5 = ih'n~,, G(~ o9, 
~,'here R~,-'{a', ' ~ - ' " " ' ' ' " • W~,u,oFl~'(a )=(3. Since b :"m~ Note that 8~'t~tii,,,)nl(a ), so 
£*  t • r £ r . f!(a9 is an atom of/3'  and since ~it,i,~= t (c )EB ,  we nmst liave f '(aSc_f (c)= 
B~-,c,,~. But since 'a'f'lc'--:-~. f'(a')D.f'(cq=t], a conmadiction: So ['(c~)is no~ 
~-r.e. If b' is eontaiucd h: :an innermost atom a of A, then a~L.  Let R be the 
rcc~rsive set chosen i~ the dcfiv, ition of T for a. It SUffices to show that ['(c')f3 R 
is not ce-r.e. Suppose that .f '(c')~R is a-r.e, for the sake of obtaining a 
¢onwadiction. Then since (L', A') [ o -"- (P', B') I R, o ~ c 'e L'. Furthermore. since 
a'-~a, b".~a, we have b '~o ,qc', e,'<~af~c ', so by Lemma •1.3. a N c'~L',  a 
cot~tradicthm. We now see that (3.38) ":s satisfied. 
Let c' e L' be given. For each innermost atom a of A, a e L G L', so a f'l c' ~ L'. 
Tlaus TN~(c' )  must be a-r.e. Since, in T if an ordinal moves from v-box rl to 
v-box .~ at stage o', then ~ is within ~?. "FCIf'(e'~ must be (~-r.e. Hence (3.40) is 
satisfied. 
It is uow easy to see that Fig. 1 is a commutrlive diagram. 
The remaining theorems of this section Wil. be used to show that certain 
conditio~Ls on an V::I sentence of 5e guarantee the truth of this scntence over 
(t~(,:). s~:~(a)) for those t~ which look sufficiently like successor cardinals of I .  
Theorem 3.23 is the main theorem, and will be preyed by applications of 
Theorem ~ o .~.,. 1 and Tiaeorem 3.22. 
Theorem 3,21. Ass,me that a* = (r3p(o0 = s3cf(e) = (~ and that the~e is a greates~ 
,-canfinal [3.: Let (~. 93) be a jSnite sub-d-lattice of (~(et), .~l(a)) with no a-fit,ire 
atooL~. They there are IJairwise disjoint a-recursitie set:; TI,.  . ",'~,,' with union ot 
s,ch dmI .for k=l  . . . . .  m, (@,~)IT~,=(~;~), and (~,~)]T j  has no --finite 
l|tOI11R. 
Pool[. Assume the hypothesis of the theorem. As in [i2, Theorem 5.1], thm"e is a 
°he'°he a-recttrsive function It with domain ot enumerating all the ~-finito 
subsets of ~. Define {R, :i</3}. by x~Ri  ~ ich(x):  
By iu~Juction and Theorem 3.1, it clearly suffices to prove the theorem if nt = 2. 
Assume first thai (~, f,~) is irreducible, We show that for some i< ~3,/¢.~ serves for 
'~'~, xx.ith.~, serving for Tz. By Theorem 3.1, we can assume that (~,~) has only 
one co]gponen{. 
As in ihe  proo fo f  The0renil-3.19, it siiffices to satisfy the following four 
eonditioias for ~ = tl 2: . . . . . .  " 
. . '. " ' . . . . "  . . 
i-'oreach atoni "A e.°3, A f'l Tk i..i ~-infinite. 
• : , , 
: " - :U  {r~:k~ I ," i=,~. - ' 
' . . . .  - . . ~ .  . . . ' "  : . . 
' ,For.~-.~i cee.  T:r~e i~..,..~.. 
• . . . . 
"' . . . .  "' ' :': ~ e~, ' I~  : '  " ' ' ':...: .- ' ...F°rcacl~. -I, g .c'"" ~: . . .  n .A  iS not. a-r .e. .  . . - , . .  
• (3 .4  l )  
• . (3 .42) .  
• 0 .43)  
.. (3.44) 
75~ .X.l. l_,.,r'm:, ~ 
By choice of T, = R+ and T := R:, (3.421 Will be  satisfied. Since T~ Will be 
a-reeursive, (:,.4_) will ,'also be satisfied. Assunte that (3.441 ii~ satisfied. If A is an 
• I atom of ~ which is not innermost, then A is not a-r.e., so by (3.4-.), T~ Iq A is not 
a-r.e., so must be ,',-intin~,te. If A is an innermost atom of ~,+ which is not 
outermost, then ,4 +s nGt a-r.e:, so ~, r~,~ is not,-,-rlc, by "~ ' . ~.,.4-~). Hence again 
A .rl T~ must be a-r.e. If A is ail ,atom or ~, which is both innermost and 
outermost, tl~en sinee(~', ~) has only one ¢omponenl, Theorem 3.2 im?tk's" that 
we can satisfy 13.41t--(3.a q. l lcnce (3.41] l'ollows fl-o.m (3.4Z). It II:erefore SUllic~ 
-~ , to show that wc can sat:sly (, .-,-I1. 
Assume that no R: sewes for T~. with i~; serving for "1½. Then for each ~</3. 
there is an A ~, ,~-~ such that (3.4-1) h~Jls for .-L We detine the following sets: 
X~ = {i < 13 : A Cl R+ is tx-r.e. :~nd .A i-'~ V.Ot ,-r.e.}. 
X.'.'~ ={ i</3 :A  r3/2+ is tt-r.c. :rod A is not ,~-r,e.}. (3.45, 
E,~ k l{R , : ia  "x  = X,~,U{R~ "" "" : r ~ .X X} 
for each A ~-~.  For ]=  1,2. the obvious definition of each Xk is S.~ for each 
A e~-~-9, so these sets are cx-finite as i3 <o'3p(a-) - -a.  'l-bus each E.~ is rr- 
recursive. From [3], a.~ s3c f (a~=a there is 'an c~-finite flmctioa defined on X!~ 
~.hieh yields an index for AF'IR+ a,s an c~-r.e, set if i = 1, and for An /~,  as an 
t~- r .e ,  set if ] = 2 .  
Given x. z < a, since h(x),-~ h(:1, there is an i</3 such that x ~ R~ ~ z -~ i~.. By 
our a.~sumption, i ~ X'.~ for some [ ~ {I, 2} and A e.~--~', nnd sa el:her x c Ea or 
z ~ EA for some A. Thus t.I {1:.:,~ :A  ~-'a-O')  ditl'crs from (~ by at most one 
element, which we igm)re without loss of generality. Use the standard separation 
procedure to separatv { E,x : A t~+-  ~} into disjoint a-recurslve sets {Fa : A +-~-  
0P} wi)h union a suth that F,~ ~ Ea for such A. Applying the characteristic 
reduction lemma to (~, ~) I F^ embedded naturally into (,~. a~) whenever F.x # 0, 
we see that the two d-lattices are not isomorphic as F.. x .O :'t is tx-r.e, because of 
(3.45) and the ability to find indices a-iiqitety for the al:prorrla~e a'-r.e, sets, 
white A i.~ not a-r.e. Tl~is contradicts the i[rcducibility of (.~",.~J): and so proves 
tile theorem in this case,. 
Suppose that ~-,~.-:.,~) is not irreducible. Sh~ce the ordering of c'taracteristi~ is 
xvell-founded, there is an r<~o and disjoint c~-recursive sets S~ . . . . .  $~ with Uiaion 
~" such that for all ] c { I . . . . .  r}, (:P, f~.'l) [ Si i.~ irredticiNe and h~is n~ ,-f inite atoms. 
Fi× such r and S, . . . . .  S,. By Theorem 3. t. wc can apply thk, 'hcorcm to (:P. :~) I Si 
f~:r each j t~ { 1 . . . . . .  r} to ge~ pairwist- disjoint c+recursive sctsT~,..'l~ widt union Si 
such lhat n71 f:,, t~--: 1,z the I~;tter..drla!rJce ilaving nO 
~-iinite atoms. Let T~ = I,J {'~, :, -, t . . . . .  t~. ,or ~a = ~. 2. It {s easy to see Ihal tile 
T~ kave the desired properties. -- ' " ..' ' ' - : . . . . .  
• . . . " . '  ." . 
l.-heorem 3.22. Assmne tha: e~*=tr3p(a)=s3cf(h)~d, tr2cf(a)~:tcr2p(ct) , 
s3cf(t~) :> o. and lhat there ix a .',reare.~t or-cardinal, Let A i': .', : iA~; [|, D be b,-r,e. 
a-Rec~rsirel~' e,mu;erabh, set,: 255 
.~,,Is ,,ct: t',at A, ~- s:~_ 0 h,: i = L . , p. a,~d D-  B is i~ot ~.:4:e. La  (~, ~ be the 
s.~b-d-lat}ice of (~f(cx),s/(cx))geJ;erared by A, . . . . .  'A~, B,:D:and ass;role that 
~,.~',i-~) has mi ~-finite aiOiizs. ~,3,cn t):e:-e is an c~-recursit, e set T and an a-r.e, set C 
" 1 .  " - . such that B ~- C G D a:td /or j "-" 1.. ' . . ,  p, " 
'" BU(D=C)  isl;ota-r.e.:. (3.46) 
.if B U D is not a,-r.c., then CO [') is m,t a-r.e.; (3.47) 
C--. B ~ 'l': 13.481 
(,.~. l,~) { ,, T=~.P,9?)[ 2" =(.'~.~). ~!cne of the d-lattice haoing a- 
~'~ite .Ttom.~; (3.49) 
(,~. ~,x I ('F fl C) ~ {~, 2;) ] D -~ (~. ~) ~ C. note o1" :he d-lattices 
haoing c~-Jlnitc atoms; (3.50) 
(~, ~.~} ] (T Cl B) ~ (~. ~) ] B, neither of the d-lattices havb,g of 
finite atoms. (3.51) 
Proof. A~un',e.the hypotheses or the theorem. Let Et . . . . .  E, be an enumera- 
tion of the a-r.e, sets Ec_ 13 such dtat Ee l .  By Theorem 3.21, we can find 
paitavise disjoint a-reeursive sets T, . . . . .  T,,+: such that (,".9, ~) I  T~ has no o(finite 
atoms and is isomorphic to (~-~. 93) for k = 1 . . . . .  q +2. Since D-B is'a-infinite, 
(D--B) f'1 T~ is t,-infini~e. By [1.Corotlars' 5.22]; B f3 '/'~ isnot h3~erhypersimple 
in DF1Tk; hence fl~ere is ,'u~ a-r.e, set G~ such that Bc__G~_BU(DY1Ts) and 
BU((Df'IT~)-G~'~ is not a'-r.e. For k = 1 . . . . .  q+.i. !et 
I - /~=G~u(DoU {~: ]=1 . . . . .  q+ t; i~-t<}. 
Let 7"= T,.,... By choice of 1"~,,, (3.49) and (3.51) hold. 
Suppose that for all k~{1 . . . . .  q+l}, there is a ] (k )~{ l , . . . ,q}  such that 
E,~U(H~,--B) is a-r.e, and E ,~U(D-B)  is not ,.z-r.e. The~ there are r,s~ 
{! . . . . .  q+l} such that r#s  and /'(r) = ](s). Fix such r and s. Now 
(tl:,~,~Otl-t, 1,1)U(E~t,~UtH.,--B))NT,=(I~,~U(D-B))f3"I; is a-r.e:, so by 
tl~e isomowhism, Ei(oU(D-13) is a-r.e., a :ontradietion. Hence there must be a 
k~{l . . . . .  0+1} such that ~U(H, . -B )  i., not a-r.e, for a~ i e{ l  . . . . .  q} for 
whic?, Ei U (D - B) is not a-r.e. Fix such a k, and let c = H~. 
BU(D-C)  i:ann,3t be a-r.e., else BU. ( (BU(D-C) )NT~)= 
B U((D fl T~I--G. ) is a-r.e., a contradiction of the choice of G~. Hence (3.46) 
holds. Suppose tit :t /3 O I) is not &-r.e. Then (/3 O l)) f'l "rq+~ is not a-r.e, by the 
choice of Tq,~ preserving..;} d-laltice !som0rph!sm. But (BO/5)nT,~.,.z= 
(COO) ~ T r,.r.. Thus CO/3 ea~'not be ,,,-r e., proving (3.47). Since COl T,,+:~_ B, 
t. AS) must hold. 
, Sin;ce ~'ClC~.I), ev,~ry atonr A of (~,~)l('rCl'C) is contained in a unique 
atoni of (~;f~)] O.: Given an. atom A of (,.9,.,~) [. D, i f .AGB then by the 
isomorphisml preserving pr6.1~erty of each -T~,. A Cl T/~/0.. And ' i f  A ca_ B, then 
A -- O .- B, SO bY (3.48/;' A'f) ('l',q C) is a,inF,nite.:. Henfie :tl:e itlclusion hiap. gives 
a o,6@.e c&rds,,,;qnde,ace b tween at0n,s :of (e~,,.o~)I(¢n C)!'.a.ndatoms of 
256 . L r .  1 ¢-rr,,:a:~ . - " 
(~,~) !D~ L~'t A be ati ,~-r.e. set in (~,~'~)] D. S/uce ~"N C is :m ,~-r.e. su[~set o[ 
D. A :~ ~.'f'l C is rm (~-r.e. set in (-3'. e~) [ ('f'.'3 C): Next. let e( be a noa-a--r.c, set ~,ct 
(~. ";2) ! D .  and 2ssimte zhat A i3 "F~ C-. is cc-r.e, for the sidle' 3,10b.ainirig rt 
: • . . -2  ' . .  . . '  - ; : .  - . , . . .  . 
contradictioa. Then (A N B)f3 T,, i.~ a-r.e.. By the isomdrphism pze.serv!ng pr0p- 
err 3' of T~, A ~ B is a.-r.e., so A ¢"1S = F_~ for some n ~{1, . '.',:}. Fi.x sacl faa rh 
Since A is not  c~-r.e., A#E, , :  so ,4. -:-E,,U(.D:-B). l-Ience E,  .3(H~ -B)  is r:ot 
c~-r.e. Since E,, is a,r .e,  and H; , -B  ~'F, (~,, U( ! !~- /3 ) )  f"t "I' is not a-lr.e. Since 
(E~, U(H~-B) ) r I ' F=fE ,  U(D-B)~Iq(C~' )= AN(CO'T  ). A N(CN ~ is not 
,',-r.e. Heace (o. ~)  I ~7"f'1 C) = (.~9, .93) I D- 
As D - B i.~ the outermost atom of (~, ~3) ] 1_) and a.~ t; .c;; C. '~t suilk-e:~ lo .qhov,, 
that C-B  is the outermost atom of 0P.:).~) [ C It) ix, replete the proof o[ {3.50"). If 
A ¢.;'~1C contains C--B,  then by (3.4S), A O~! ' contains C-B .  As q~','3])I CO 
= (~. ~3) I D. (C'-- B) f3 J" is the eutermost a~o:u of (9. s~3) i C ~ "~, so A 13 T = 
"FOC. As CN'~ r" iutersects every atom of ~31D. we tnttst hare A =C.  t lence 
C-B  is an outermost atom of ' ~ 
Theoret,, 3,23. Asstt:n¢ that ,~*=~3p(a)=s3cf (~)=a.  o'2c' jcO=ar2p(a).  
s3cft~x) > o. m:d that fl,.ere is a greatest cr-ca.,ditmL et (~, .¢t) be a finite separated 
d-lattice and let (~.93) be_ an irreducible represeittafion of ~.~'., .q) in (~(a)..,-;(,~)~ 
with ::o c~-fittite ato:r ~: Let (3£', ~)  be a finite separated e.vten~iou of (~.  ~3 and 
assume that 
I ra  is an atom o[ ,¢~' corttained in cut atom a of d smql that a. 
is j;tst witliiP b and trot inncrrt;ost, then tliere is an atom b' of.if' 
coJ:tait,ed in b such tltat ct'-<b'.. (3.52") 
If b' is cut arotn o[ .~' cmttai,.wd i1: an alan1 b of .,.d and if a is 
[Itst withitt b. th,:tt there is an atom a" of .of contained hi a such 
that a'.< b'. (3.53) 
Then t'wrc is a represcntatit~n (~',~')  of (~ ,M' )  in (~(c~), .~(a )). with ,o  (~-finite 
atoms s~tch that the diagram 
(.,:,:, .,,7)..2%~(~,.~) 
+ .+. 
T. . ,  
~.g .  2 . .  . . . . .  . " . . . .  
: : . . .  ". . . " 
C() JHn lHtC$.  : . "" . . . .  .. 
. . . .  . ' . .  ~ " . . .  ~ . . . . . .  - . "  - . . .  
• . . . . . . . .  
Proof.  Since it suffices t o .colist~uct (f~, ~'~ ~c:uing each con!l~ncn't of (~,- .~ 
separately, we cart assume without ' .~" ~ . . -. . . _. . ,o.s of.eenem~,it~; that (.<~,fD) lia/;~onlv one. 
componen!:!For: ea.c h innermost mcm-0f . .d ,  ct i~se..an ~-in~?.Tiit¢.-~-rcCUrsi~'e 
"subsel R ol'.f(a), with :R=)'(a)- if  a is a~so.:outermos~.By.Theoi'em 2.2 and- 
' I ' l i~rem 2.L: wedefine 1" so that the.sub'-d:Tattlce Of ('~(&), ?,~(a)):l .P-. generated 
by..{f'(a'llg R :a '~a and a".an atom of ,~'} has: no  ~-f.hite .aton'/~iand'is 
is0morp~fi~"t~.(W,-,¢¢) ] a: Let:-Uitie:the tmioi'~ of aii. tl;-,, h.-.~e, cu.rsive sets R. as a. 
runs through.all .flze in~aeiv.ao~t ate, ms.of  2,t: If U.=c~,. lhen we are done. 
Otherwise, since (~.~i  iS~!.r~.educible, .i5 '~, ~) I :0 ,~(~f~) . .  ... : . : .  . . . - .  
Let  d'.;be a 'c,'inonical .~.,,¢nerator f ~' ,  a'(d') will .denote the: ':atotn'. Of ,~ 
corTesp~.~!(di,ig to d'.' a'(d') ÷ will de:aotd'tiae-atom a'  of ,~/' sitch thai :a'(cl')is just 
.within ai.if such art .xloraexisls 0::'0!e: !l!at.a.'(d') " will be uuiqu 9 since. (~", M') i,~ 
sc.p.n'ratod), and d'" MII deriete the .ca,ou~al genera~or of ~ '  cmxesponding tO 
a'td')" whenever the lattdr e.',isLs, b'(d') will denote d"-a'(d;). B(d')= U {/(c):c 
is a ca~ouical ~eneratt~,,r of ~7 and c < d} where d is the least canonical generator 
of ~ containing, d', 
We will defi:ae L'¢'} l.-/on can.3nical generators d'. of .2"£', by induction downwards 
with rcs0ect o fine ordering of the lattice (,~, ,~). (ff~', ~') will be tile sub-d-Iattice 
of (~:(tx)..~(a')) generated by {ff(d'):d' a canonical, generator o[ .S~. f' induces a 
map of ,¢/' which we will a.lso denote by f'. Simultaneously with the definition o~ if, 
we will assign c~-r.e, sets T(d') to canonical generators d' o[.Le'. After each stage 
of the induction, we will k.'erify fi~e mducti6n hypotheses below, d' will denote any 
caUo.u~cai geneu.'gtor f .~ such that a'(d') is not within an. outermost, atom of e'/' 
which is contained in an innermost atom of ,¢¢. - ' ' ' 
If f ' (d ' )has been defined, the~ either d '+ exists aad.1"(e') has 
been defin'ed.for all canonical' gent;raters c' of ~' ,  such that  
c'"--" d'' ,  or d' is a maximal c,'monical generator of .LP' and 
['(c') has been defined for all maximal canonical generators c' 
Of ~." which are not contait~ed in an innermost atom of-~. (3.54) 
I[ /"(d') has been defined, then T(d') has been.defined an,"l 
1.4 - -  ['(d')~_T(d').'Aiad "~ d. .exists, then f'(dff') has been defined 
and T(d') _c i',(d'+). .. (3.55) 
lf 'f '(d') t~as b,',en d~fined aiad if T0]') and T(t,') have been 
defin~:d .for .can.cmic.,-l. generators u'; o' i o [~ ,such:that ~d += 
' I ' - - u'7 = d';. and i f  a'(t~') and a .(v').are. contain'ed iu:)he same 
'htom.a of ,q,. fl~en "/'(~:'):= T(~,') _~ f(i~)~- F~fi'ihennorei~ i~ :['(d') " 
and.T(u') wcre ,dc i~ed.at  the same stage of the induct ion ,  
'il~e,i .TOg) = f(d!) f'~f(~O.. (u :iff:the cmior/ical ':;enerator.lof ~' 
'..corrcsp0ndi~g to i l l ) . ' .  : • ' ' . : - "  " -  "" (3.56) 
• - .  :: "l i .)"(d')"Jaasbeen" defined, then T(d')=it,.j~'(ii!): i,'. -+ = d'- and . .. 
" " . a'(r5 "Snd ' a ' (d ' )me .contained-in the.:saiv.e atom •of ~'~}.i:iI[. " 
!- : " ' =.u '~'--=- d'~ and t, '~ d!.,: tlien .f'(u')f~f(da;=~3. If d':~ d6t/s not-.:-... .- 
• " " " : ' -~  " r~  ~ . I t~  " " " -  " . .  ." - I " m " .  . ' , ;  " -  ' . .  " ' "  .... . cxtst, replace ..~. --,, , above-..~sith u .,'rod .d ~re maxt,nal- . . 
" . e',,momcal generator's of ~ x~-hteh are.not contmne6 in tuner-. . - . 
. .  - . : : . . . - .  . . . .  . . • . -  . " . . . . :  .. - - . .  " . .~- ' . . . . . . - .  ' . . -  .. . : . . ' / ' -~ .~.  
.. " . .  'mosta loms0[ . ,~ ' . .  - .  . ' .- . . . . . .  -- ' . ..-- " --, .- - -:-~-'-:~7) 
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If f'(d;), tins just been defir, ed, and i ra  ,s'the atom 'Of ,-,,it ' .. 
containit~ a'(d'), then f'(a'(d'~] has beeta defie, ed if and enh ' i f  • --"-- 
• a'(d') is an innermost atom of(.~',  .~)] eL  . . . -  . : (3.58'~ 
I f  u'  is ,a canohieal' generator of :~'~, fl;c.n T(u') '  has been 
de.fined if and only if [ '(a~ has been'defined for a!l atOmS a" of . . . .  ' .  
.4' such that a'Od)~<a '. " ' ...":" ' (3.59) 
If u' is a canonical ge,acnuor of ~q". such ihat  T(ic'i has been 
defil~.ed, then (:~, ~) ] Ttu') '~' ' ---:(~.P,,~,,)] f (u ) .  where ~1 is lhc lea.~t 
cauonieal genen~lor of  L e t'onlah~hlg tl'. (3.60~. 
If f'(d') has been defined and d is lhe least e-'anonic:',l 
generator of ~ eontai,aiug d', then (:;,eZ)[F(d']=(~,~)l!'(d).. (3 61~ 
If It' is a canonical generator of ,'~" such that T(u') has l~een 
defined, o'(u') is contaiucd in the ,'tom a of .~, and f'(a'(,')~ 
has been defined, the,,. T(er') lu~.s bceu defined for all canonical 
generators ~:' at ~"' such that a'(u') is just wi:hin a'(u') aud 
. ' ,~ :-, ,., ,= ~ ..-, f ' (u ' ) -U  {T(v'):a'(t,') is iust within a (u _}=1 (a t .¢ ' ) ) - f (a ,  :..~.62) 
If d '+ exists and f'(a'(d')) h3s been defined, then ff'fb'(d'))LJ 
f'(d'DFIf'td") is not a-r.e. (3.03). 
If f'(a'(d')) and T(u') have been defined where zl' is -~ canoni- 
cal generator of ~ '  such that a'(u') is just within a'(d'), then 
• (Btr'IUf'(a'(d'l) l  n 0 is not a-r.e, t3.64) 
If d '~- exists a~tl f'(d') h~:s been defined. ',hen (IJ(d')U F(d'~ n 
f '(d") is not c¢-r.c. (3.65~ 
If a' is an atom of M' such that f(a') has been defined, then 
['(a') is a-inlinite. ( . '66) 
We begin our induction by defining.T(dq = 0 for every canonical generator ,i' 
of .~. such that a'(d') is an outermost atom of .¢/' which is not ¢ort~dj~ed in :,n 
innem~ost atom of .¢/. (3.54)-(3.58) and (3.61~-(3.66) are satisfied as they arc 
vacuot~s. (3.59) is easily seen to be true, and. (3.60). follows since, under the 
notation at {3.60), (~,~3) 1T(u')--vq',~3)[ 0=(@.~) (~,93)[/(z,)~. "
We continue the imluctlon by cases: 
Case I. ['(d') has not yet ! :en defined for any canonical generator d' of w' such 
thzt d' is nOl contained iu an innermos~ atom of ~.-/.l.,et dL .  '.-,', d~ L(* Ihe maximal 
canonical generato~.'s oi","£' which are not conlaired in an im~etmost atoni 0f.,~t. 
Since (~, .~  has only one component,..there iisa uniqueoutermost a om a of ..¢¢. 
By (3.52), d~_ Iq a# 0 for k ~ 1,-..~.. ,'q. By  Theorem-3.1, we. al~ply q'heorem 3.21 
relatlvized to /.3" to c,btai~:, di_~jolnt ¢~-recm'siv~: sets "f'~i--'. ,.'/-~.with union.' 0 such 
that (~, ~) I T~, :'- (g", ~J) [ ~'! and (~, ~) 1"/~ has no a,finite atoms, fo::.k - I, ~ " , q..- 
Lc t f ' (a~)=~fork=l , . . : ,q . .  : " .  .. i : ! :  !=.."Y! . . " . " . . :  
:Rccursict'ly cnta;~erabl: se;s 259 
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Case-2. :Od:erwise. Asg~une by ind--ct-~on tl-at !there:is a-c'anonicaf generator d' 
0f '.g.'. such that d'* .exists,-f'(d"~)-:has - bee.n defined, but:I'(d3 has. not. yet been 
defined. (lf n6 such d"exists~ then. the induction is .e0mpiete.):.Fix such a .Y. Let 
' . ,  ' . . - . ; , "  ,7  ,~  dr... d,, list all tlie canonical generat0rs 'e'.of..'.£7sucl:"that .=-  ; d" m,3st 
therefore' appear in th~.s list. Bv " '  • (3.>~): none.of f ' (d ; ) , _ .  ' ~ ' " . . .  ,.., [ (d,). ~as. -yet been 
definbd2 Le:' D = f(d'"L" E0 r each atom a of. ,.~.. sueli. tha t a'(d~) .~ a for s~:,me 
k E{1 . . . .  ' q}, Jet .dL " .i;.d,~o,~ list all:ihe e!emcnts e' of. {d;,...., d~}.such thai 
a (e)~.a. Let a ~ be the atom of..---/, contat.:mo O ta .,. ,~  o.'(d'*) is an innermost 
atom of (~'..~t'}la*. proce~ by subease [ below. Oti:.etwSse, proceed .by subcase 
2 .  
Sub.ca.£e I. a'id'*) is aa i,mermost atom of (~,aq ' ) l  a*. By (3.58), ['ia'(d'+)) 
has L'ceu defined, hence by 1,3.55), (3.59), and (3.63), T(d't) has been defined for 
all k ~{t . . . . .  q}. Since (~a,.~) is separated, for each atom a of .~ such that 
a'(d;,.)~a for some k e{l . . . . . .  q}, we see from (3.56) that T(d~) =-.. . . .  T(d~,l). 
By Theorem 3. i, we apply Theorem 3-21 relativized to D to obtain disjoint ,,,-r.e. 
sets T'~ . . . . .  T]I '"~ with union D for each atom a as in the previous entence, such 
that (:~,~)[ T~=,(.~.'~,~])[D and {~,~)[ T~ has v_o  c~-finite atoms for k= 
1 . . . . .  q(a), For each such atom-a, let f(d~-) = T'd-n T(d~) for k = 1 . . . . .  q(a). 
&&case 2. a'(d' ~1 is not an in,2mlost atom of (~', .~') :: a*. if d '+ ' exists, let 
D + - - f (d"") .  Otlle~vtse, let D ÷ =D. Let AI . . . . .  A, be a list Of all the elements 
of ~~] D such that AaND#D, and .et B=LJ  {A~:i-- ! . . . . .  p}. Then Ba~[D 
and by (3.62), B ~ D. Let (.~'+, .~B +) be the d-lattice generated by ~[D U{D} in 
(~,~(a), ,c/(e~)) [ D ÷. By Theorem 3.1, we apply Theorem 3.22 relativized to D +, to 
obtain a-r.e, sets C and T such that D÷. -T  is ar .e . ,  and satMying (3.46)-(3.51) 
relative to D+. v&h (ff','.B) replaced by (~+,'~*). Fork  =1; . . . ,  q, it a'(d~)~a*, 
let T(dD = cn  Tn/(,tk) and let T(d~) = CN Tn/(dD otherwise, Where fik is the 
least canonical generator ol' '~ containing d[-. Note that .T(df,) is cr-r.e. Let 
f(,,'CdT)) = f (d" ) -  C 
Let  (~*, ffl*) be the sub-d-lattice of (g'.(a), Mi~)) I D* generated by .~;~ [ D.~:U 
~+ U[C}. For each.atom a. of M suCti tliat .a'(d[.):~a .for some k ~{1 . . . . .  q}.by 
Theorem 3.1, We apply Theorem 3221 retatMzed I:o iT if o # a*. and relativized to 
"F if la a*..io.obtain disjoint a~r.e, sets" *: '~ ' " = . .. .. r~ . . . . .  T; t,~ with union :T or-'F 
respectively sach that (.@*. ~*)17~ --" (-~.*; ~*) I To t  (9",. ~-':) I T~=(~*,  ffl*)! "r 
rcspectb,;ely and (.o*,o?*)lT~- l/as no ~x-finite .'.;toms for k=l  ....... f'/(a). Let 
f(a  =7" a'r(d0 ro f  . -  : - -  . - -  - .  - . .  -..-. 
In all c.'ises, ~,~elno~:"prdceed as below for each k E (1, ." ,., q). Fik"she!i a k, If 
[a'(df,)is cisntained.in the atom .o.0.[ .ri and.a'(dl,).is an. innermost'atoin of
( c,.fL'~, ;t,/ ') I a , .  let.. ' - '.~.. ' : : .  ' : .  " , ' "L  : . : ' " " : " '  -" " : " " 
• • • • I • - • i I • • • • • • • i i i i  I i I i  • • : • • i i I • • • 
i i  • I I  I I  • " I I  • • 
. " : . . -  . . .  ' ; . -=- . . .  . . ' , .~ '  : . . .  . .  
• . .  - .  
":7.:- i i - ' " ' ' . '  . . :  ' - - 
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Let d [= di'. For ever~ canonicat get,:rator c' of ~. s:~ch that h'(e') is jusi within 
,~'(d~) where ' ' a (rid is ar~ in ~ermost atom of (~",?,4) [a, if ¢i~ line !e~ist c:uao~aieal 
gene-at6r of ~.~ containing c', let Ttcq = 7"~ T(d~"~f(cl. 
This completes the con ;'ruction. We next verify the i~:ducdo~ hypotl,,eses. 
(3.54) is easily- seen to be trae. Assmne floe hypothesis Of (3.55L The first s :::tence 
of (3.55) is clearly true. If T(dq is defined by sub:a,¢e 2, then since C~i'(d'")= 
D, (3.55) follows: and if T(d'l is defircd ":1 the p:~r:~.g~,lph f,~llowhl!.,. S'albtamsc 2. we 
note that T(d'l=f"(d")OJ~c) ~or soLaec, so (3.5.S~ again follows. Noti:~g that if 
['(d'~ and TO~') were defined at the same stage of ~he induction and ~l'" = d', then 
T(W) was defined in the paragraph foUowing subc~se 2. (3.56) is easily verified. 
The first sentence of (3.57') follov.'s as T(d~)_~ U {T'd:k = 1 . . . . .  ,/Ca)}. For ~l'e 
second sentence of (3.571, if/ '(,/ ')  is defined in case I. then ['(d'~ = "/'~ ft:r s~me k. 
As the T~. are disjoint and no two distinct maximal Cal,.onical generate.rs I~'. t." of 
ke' are assigned the same "/"d under ['. (3.57~ follows. If ['(d') is defined in ease 2. 
subcase 1, the~ since T(d')=]'(d'+~Of(dl where d is the least ca~o~lle,~.l 
generator of kc containing d', a~,.d as (~,  ~n') is separate~d, by (3.52) it follows that 
T(d') N T(,')= t3 if a'(z() and a'(d') are cor, tained in diiTereat atom~ cf ,4. As the 
are disjoint for any atom a of ,,,4. (3.57) agahl follows. If f(d') is d¢th;ed in 
case 2. subcase 2, and if a'(d") is contained in the atom a of ,,4. Ih,.'.n if a'(d')-~a 
but a'(t~') ~ a. we have T(dq ~ ~'. T(,') ~ T, so T(d3 I"1T(,') = 0. Ard  if a'(dq an,t 
a'(W) are contained in differeut atoms of .,4 and ,neither is contained iu c,, thel~ it 
. . #t"  again follows from (3.521 that "/'(rl'l n T(t,') ---. tL If a'(d'l  ~nd ~ ~u~l z~re cow,rained 
iu the same atom b of d ,  then as the ~I'~ :~re disjoint, we have ['(,')Nf(d')'--~1. 
Hence (3.57) i~olds. 
Assun,~, the hypothesis of (3.58). Then f(a'(d')) can only be'defined in the 
I)."ragraph following subcase 2. so (3.58) holds. (3,59) to!lows easily since (k ~', ~,,,/) 
is separated. 
We now prove (3.60) ~nd (3.61) simuitaneously. If u' in (3.60) i.~ a maximal 
canonical generator of ~' .  then T(E~') = t). As <,:~',.~3~ I 0 ~: (~,~. ,~> = <~,,~?,) I f tu)  
and f(u)=,~. (3,60) f,~llows in thls case. Suppose next that h)r u' as in (3.60), 
-/'l,u'l has just been delined i .  case 2, subease 2. lqrst assume that T(u ' )= 
Cn  7"fH'tr#). [_.el i~" be the least canonical generator of  ~ c0nta~ning ~i'~: By 
(3.55), f'(t¢'-) h:~s [~reviously been defined, ?s.a applying (3.61)by induciion, we 
have (~. ~) i / ' (u  '~) = (~, :~J> I f(t¢*). Note that D in subcase 2 is f ( " i ' ) .  By (3.50), 
(;+h~')I/'(+:'+)=(:~h+m'):('n?: As (~',9+')lf(.")--@?,~>lf(.'") .~od 
]'tt#) n 1"0~' ' ) "~ :P I 1-'(~'"~ attd C Iq T~_ ]"(u'" ~. we must have (,,9, ~.~ I ]'(") rl ['(u "~ ) .~. 
('~.:~)I cnTnf( . )=¢~.~)iT(t , ' ) .  :~s /~.~,--".~"I [( ,")  .at.d 1 (~¢--)=1"(~,~)- b:; 
(3.55) and (3.56), we have 
: • i i i  • I I 
(~, ~J) I [ ( . )  = (~, ~,~ ![( , ,+) n f(t;)  ~- i.~. ~) I f ' ( . '*) N/iL). 
• . . . . . 
(3.60) now foliows in this c;~.~e. If: 1"(, ' )= C n TN~(u~, chc, osin-_ B as in' subcas~, 
a - RreIJ~h:e!y ~.'~mm~r~ble ~ets 261 
..2. we..have by (3251) that (~Y"*; ~÷).l TN  B =. (~' ,  9"J+) i B. a,~ (~÷, ~*)  T[3B=. 
(~P, ~) ] T n B and (~-, ~*) I:B = (~, 93) I.B,- We have (@. 2) IT n/3 --- (#, ,2~) [B. By 
(3.48'1,T A B = T P C, so (~, ~) I-T O CL  (,r.,, ~)  [ B. As T,q C ~_ B and f(u) n B 
(~'~, ~,~> I B }a ft,,)~-<~','..~z> I c n -my(,,)  -- (~,~> I Z(i,'~. 
As was the case earlier in rials paragraph, we have (ga,~)if(u)=, 
(;,~.'~)l.rtu")nf(,). l.~l.tt [ (n '1nf ' (u"0GBcz-[(u '+),  so B Of(u)=f'(u"~)Of(u), 
(3.(~0) now follows in this case. 
• Before compIeting tl:e proof of (3.60), we prove (3.61). C'.msider d '  a_s ill 
(3.61~. If /'(d') is defined in case 1. then we set f ' (d ' )= "/'~. where (if',@)] T'~k= 
(.9,,:~,~ ] U =-(.'?, ~) = (.c)~, ~3) I ftd~ Hence (3.6 I.) holds in this case. If ['(d') is 
delit~¢d irl c~,:se-2, subcase l, we set f((d')=Z~f'lT(d') where (9,93)17~r,= 
(~z,~3,~lf(d'÷). By (3.55), T(d') has already been defined, and by induction, we 
have by 13.60"1 that (~, ~,~)1T(d')=(~, vZ)if(d). As T(d') has been defined at a 
previous stage, it follows from (3.56) that T(d')= ]"(d '÷) f'lf(d). As f'(d '+) .q/'(d) ¢ 
I.f'(d '+) and ' r. ,~ T'~_=~ (d) . we must have 
(,'P, f,3) I T(d') -- (f#. ~,3) I ['(d '+) O r(d') = (~, ~) I r~ n T(d') = (c'.9, ~) I I'(d'). 
(3.61) nov, follows for this case. Suppose that ['(d') hasjust  been defined in case 
2. subcase 2. Wi~h the notation of sul:case 2, let d '=  dl:.. Let S = T if T(d')= 
CNTOf (d) ,  and let S = "F if T(d')= CA'PAl (d) .  Thee. f'(d')= T~f'IT(d'I, so 
(.P,,ii~) I ['(,t'`1 --- (~. ~) [ T(d') .q T,~, As l"(d0 c__ C A S ~_ D, 
(~, .~) I T(,~') n ~ = (.o,*..,,~) I T(d') n T~. 
AS T(d') e g~* I S, r~_ _c S, and ' (@*, 2*) ] S = (@* or~;) ] TL we have 
(.q'*, :~"~) 17"(dq N "12 --=- (@*, ~*) I S N T(d') = (~*, 2*)  I T(d') as T(d') ~_ $. But as 
"/'(d') z C f3 S. (.~'~ *, ~ *) ] T(d') = (~, ~)  I T(d') = (~, ,~) ]/(d) by the previous para- 
graph. 11cnce .j3.61) holds in this case. 
To co,npletc the proof of (3.60), we consider the case v'here T(u') has just been • 
defined in the pan}graph after suNrase 2. By (3.56), T(u ' )= f ' (u'~)nf(t , ) .  By the 
previ0its paragraph, (~,~)  [/'(r,'+) ~(¢, 9911"(u +) ~;,,lr.ere u" is the least canoaical 
gi2nerator or" 5f'. co}training u'*. As f'(u'+) O f(u) ~ fPl f(, '÷), and as [(u) ~_/(u+), 
(f~'-~)~l T(td):-- (@, ,.33} I f(t!'").Qf!!t) ~:(.~. a~)lf(:P) nf(t.t). = ;e,. 2)  I f(u). 
This o~mpletes the proof of (3.60) 
• Assunid. the h)q3o!hesis Of (3.62). Suppose that f'(a'(tt')) has just been defined. 
First. conslder the case.where I'~(a'(a';)) has been defined in case 2, subda:~ 2. Fix 
notation ,as. in subcase 2, Then u '= d '+. for some d'~ ~ :.uch that f(d') i-,:-de~ned 
• at-;tla6 .same stage as f'(a'.(u')) By (3..54), .f(t,')jis defined iat tt~: stag~, for~ali 
u'" t¢ Hene~by (3.55), T(v') has been ~nonical ge.n.eiTa.tors:v.'.of..,~ " such. tlaat : = .
defin6d for all suchv'. :Fi ,  n!mrmcre, f ta  ( , ) ) - I  0' ) -C ' :AsB  c-c, .f'(v, (tg))~_ 
l'(a(..'d)i :w!icre a(u) is !he atom of H-containing a.'{t~9., For ea¢li  C'anonJcal 
' " "2  
26" ;,L Le,~r:a:~ 
generator v'  tff ~ '  such f l :at t, '~= u', T(t'q~_C. so 
~Tu.~ ) :  t ''~ = f 'Ca'C,~'))c_ft . '~-  U ' ' "'} . . . . .  
Let a be, any atom oP ~" suclt th:~t t'ia~NC~O. Let tr be the teast canonical 
generator of ~ contain.;ng u'. As C_ f ' (u ' ) _~f (u~.  v,c must ha~ze.ft,,.)nf(,)~O. 
Hence [(a)c_f(u). As a(u) is the unique outern'iost.atom of (~...~,~1 u. f (a~.  
[(a(u)). If a = a(u),  then as we are in subcase 2. there is  an atom c' of ..4' such 
that c '~a and ¢ '*= e,'(u')..Mtd if a#a(u) . 'by  (3.~3L thor,.: i.~ :m atom h' of .~+" 
such that b'~a and b'~a'(u'). As (.9 ~'. c;') is setmrated, there i~ an .~t," :"c'.,¢' 
such that b ' -<c ' -<c"  = a'(t+'). Fix c" ::s ul',ove, ~md let ,,' be ~l~e ld:lsl canonic:tl 
generator of ~ '  containing c'. If c '~  a (u). rhea T(v') ~ C Iq ' ?N f(u)=-- C f'l ~'. And 
if c'-~a(u), then either r.'O a(t+)~ 0. or "/'(t,*)= CVI T,'qf(v~ where v is the least 
canonical generator of .9" containing t". As b'~ c'. we nlust have in this !as( c:~.s¢ 
that a~a(t,),  where a(t,) is the atom of .~ coataiah;g c+. l-let~ce f(a).,:~f(v). It 
now follows that C= [.J {Tit"): t,"= u'}. so (3.62) holds it1 this case. 
Suppose ,ext that f'(a'(u'B is defined i,a the paragraph follo~'.'ing subc.'-se 2. 
Then f(a'(u'))=.f(t+')Nf(a) where a is the atom of ~ containing a'(u'). C:early 
f'(a'(uO)c_fla). In this same pa,--agraph. T(v') is defined for all canonical 
geaerators t,~.~'  such that t~ '+ = u', attd by (3.56), T(v') =[ ' (u ' ) Iq f (v ) ,  where t, is 
the least canonical generator of ~ containing v'. As a ' (u ' )  is an innermost atom of 
(.L~', .4)  [ a, T(t,') O f'(a'(t,')) = 0 for any such t,'. l-leuce 
f'(a'(u']) c i f ( t / ' ) -  U ,I,T(t,"): v'" -- u'}. 
Given any atom e of .a'. such thai f(e)O(f'(u')--~(a'tu')P. # 0. we see 0.~ io the 
preceding paragraph thai e -< a(:tL where a(u) is fhe :~totu of .~' con~aini.ng a'(tt'). 
so by (3.53). there is an atom b' of .q' such that I ;~e  and b'~a'(u'). Agai,~ t~y 
(3.52). we have an atom c' of .'~ such that b'<-c'<c '~= a'(u'). If v is the least 
canonicrd generator of ~ containin,*_, c'. thou e ~-< t, and u '+ = it' ~or some cano,fical 
generator v' of ~ '  such that c'~t,'-<v. Hence ['(U')Of(e)GT(t,'). (3.62) now 
fo!lows. 
Asssume the hypothesis of (3.63). Firs.l assume that ['(a'td')) has just l,eca 
oefi:aed in case 2, subcase 2. Then d'  :~ d'~" in the ,ou~tkm of subcase: 2. where a 
is the atom of .e; contaiuing a'(d').. In the notation of subcase 2. we mtist show 
that (CU/ . )~f l / )  + is not a-r.e,  This will follow from (3.47/ i f .weshow that  
(B U/9) VI D + is aot cr-r.e. Note that B = B(d~) Vi D= 13(d;) f'l D.' As l"(d') was 
defined at a previous stage, applying (3.65) by indiaclion. wc see-that (B(dqU 
")) f't D + is not (,-r.e. But (l~(d') tJ I~) N I) ~ =: (,9 t.J i-i) 13 DT, l~roving(3.(,3) iti this 
( as¢ .  : : 
Suppose nex| thai ['(a'(d')) h~s.iust bee-~ dcli,ted in file paragraph followiilg 
subcase 2. if we have followed case 1 ai ft.is st,%~.~e. tl~e,i d '*:docs not exist, so 
(3.63) i.s satisfied. Sappose!that We have fol'bwed Case 2. st:bcase ]a t  {his stage. 
Let d be the least canonical generator of Le. :ontainino d'. let Md) bethe  ~tom of~ 
• . . .  - . :  
.~ corresponding to d. and let d" be the least, c,".noni~igener:~tor of ~e corilah~in-_, i . . - . . .  -:.-.- . - - . .  . . :  • .7  
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d'". Then d<d' .  Since ( (d -a (d l lUd)nd"~.~. .  ((f(d)~-f(a(d)))Uf(d))n 
ftdD~.~. By (:;.ol'~, (,'~. ,'~;.L~ [ f(d~)-' (~,~! If'(d'+), and as [(d~, [(a(d))~-~lf(d% 
(if(a) - f (a  (e))~ o f(,~..,~ n .r(d") ~.~ I f'(a'-~. 
Izurtilennor~, there is a T~, 1:fined i,a subcase l such tl~at <:'~,~>1 ~= 
(,'~,-'-'3)if(d'*) ('('here 7~cf(d'~),_ . ['(d')-'r"OT(d').-- ,~, and by (3.56). T(d3= 
ftd":~ nftd). Hence 
f (,l') :~ "1"~ O [ ' (d  '~ } Of(d) = ~ N/(d)  
and .['(a'(d')) = f(d') N f(a (d)) - T~ N/(d) N f(a(d)) = "1~ n f(a (d)) as f(a (d)) 
f(d). Hence 
((t (d'~ - f (a  t,.')',~ u f(d--~) n trt, = (O'(,.e) - f'(a'(d'))) o f'Cd')) n ~ ¢ .~1 "~, 
st~ (tf(d')" f'(a'(d')))Uf'(d')).3 '~ is not a-r.e. As T~ is a-r.e, and T;, ~_.f'(d'-~), 
we cannot have ((f(d')-f(a'(d')))Uf'(d'))nf'(d '+) a-r.e., proving (3.63) in this 
cast~.  
:~zp~se that f(d') is defined in case 2, subcase 2. Let a be the ato~.'a of 
containing a'(d'), and let d be the least cmaonical generator of .9," containing a. Fix 
notation as in subcase 2. First assume that a'(d '÷) <~ a. By (3.46),/3 U (D-C)  i~ 
not a-r.c. As B~_C~D and as C-B~_ 'F  by (3.48), TO(BU(D-C) )= 
Tq(B OLD-B) )= TAD is ~-r.e.; hence TrI(Bt.I(D-C)) is not a-r.e. Letting 
7/'~ be the set in sube~e 2 containing a'(d'), as (~:",'~*)l "F=(~*.~2P:)IT~,, 
T'~ N (B U C~ rl D is not a..r.e. Hence T~ n (/3 u C) carmot be a-r,e. As B = [(a)," 
13 U ¢~: "/~ A (f(a) U C) ;-- "1~ n (B U ('). As "P~ n T = ~ and f(d) ~_ f(a), 
" I~" I ( / [ (a )UC 'UTUI (d ) I=  T~ n (/'(a) U t~). 
Since "/'(d') ~ C 1"3 T~f(d). 
~ "~ ('~.~ u T(d') U f(a)) = T~ O (F(d') U [Ca))= T~ n if(a) u C O T U f(d)). 
As f(d') = ~O T(d'), 
n (f'(a') u,r(a)) - -~  n ( (~  n T(d')) o f(a)). • 
I-lence T~t:-fl(a'(d'))-T'.~A'(['(d')UT~ is not ct-r.e. As (~+,~+)[D += 
('-"Y-.~')l'l"~'(,')n',f~')l T~ and I~,~D ÷, D÷-['(a'(d'))=f(b'(d'))Uf'(d'))N 
['(d'") is not arr.e., proving (3.63).in this case. Now assume that a'(d'÷)~a. Let 
d* .be  the least  canonical, gei~erator of . .~ containing d '+. Then j'(d~)N 
(B(d')Uf(a)) is not a-r.e, By (3.62), f'(d'*)n(B(d~)U.[(a)) is not ,'--r.e. As 
Tc.f~(d '+) and (,:P*~ ) l  T='(~:' ,~")[ f '(d'~'),' TIq(B(d')'J[(a))is not c~-r.e. Let 
"P~ be the set in subcase.2.containinga'(d'). As T~GT and (~:~',.°~)l~-- 
(~a~,~*) ] T. T~N:(B(d;)U[(a)) is nota-r .c ,  As2r~ N/3 = "/~AB(R'), 
. ' . " ,  : : -: ' " . i  ' " ' .  " " 
n(B(d)Uf(7,))  T~.n(DUf( ) ' )  
• " " : ' .  ' .  " :  i " " 
. .  . . .  
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..'.. ' '  
As Tn '~=0 and f(d~_[(,'d, . . :  
n u/t,,)) n u 
By (3.4$), C-B_~ ~" and as B__C . / JU  .].-'= CU 2.-'. !-Ienc..e 
T~, n ( /~u 'F U)~(d) U f(a)) -- ~ cI (C U T U f(d)  U f(a)). 
As T~c/ ' (d" /  and T.f, is ~-r:b.. T(d ' * )n (cu  ~'Uf(d)uf(a~)is not ,~-r.e. n~u 
f ' (d ' )=CnTnf (d ) ,  so f'(d'~)n(f'(.:t')k)f(al) is not ~-r.c. Since ('(n'{,l'))," 
f'(d"lnf(a), 
f'(d'*`) n f '(a '(d')) =/"(b'(d 3) O f 'td'l  n f ' (d" ) 
is not a-r.e., proving (3.63'). 
Assume the hypothesis of (3.6-|). First suppose Ih:t~. f'(a'(d") is defined in case 
2, subcase 2. Then B(u'~ ~ B(d") and Bc.d') is a-r.e, t icnce it suffices lo show that 
(B(d'JUf'(a'(d'~))n ~ is noL a-r.c. As f'(d'"l= 0 and f'(d'"') is a-r.e., it suffices 
to show tim((B(d')U.F(a'(d")))nf'(d'") is not a-r.e. But in the notation of 
subcase 2, (B (d') U f'(a'(d'))) n f'(d'") = 13 U (D - C) which is not c~-r.e, by (3.46"}. 
Thus (3.64) holds in ~his case. Next assume that f'(a'(dq) has jlt~t been defined in 
the paragraph following subcase 2. Let a be tile, atom of .~ contahfing a'(d3. If 
f'(d') was defined in case 1. fllea f ' td ' )= T~ where T'd~ 0 ;rod {~,..-~])[ "1"~-= 
(~. ~J])] U. As (B(u') U/(a'l) f3 0 is not e-r.e., (B (u') Uf(a)'l N ~ is not a-r.e. Btu 
f'(a'(d')) = f'(d") 1"3 l(a) = T'~. n f(a'), so 
(B(uq u f'(o,'(d'))') O "I~! -, (~(, '1 u f(,,,r) n ~.  
Hence. (BOl')Uf'(a'(d'J))t3"l~ is not a-r.c. -ks "/~ is c~-r.e, and "/~c/] ,  
(B(uqUf'(a'(d3)) f'l 0 c;mnot be a-r.e., so (3.64} holds in ihis case. 
If f'(d') was delined in case 2, subc-ase 1, then f'(d')=T'd~NT(d') where 
(.q'.~'.'i'~=(~.o3)lf'(d") and T'~k'=f'(d'"). Hence it sulfcc-s to show flint 
(B(u')Of'(a'(d3))n T~k is not a-r.e. Let d be the least eanonic:d generator of E~ 
containing d'. B(u' )Uf(a)  is not a-r.e. As B(u '~f (d )  and f(a~c..qf(d], 
(B(u"lUf(a))nf(d} is not ~-r.e. As I)(u')~:',~, f(d)~.t) ~, and by (3.61), 
(:9. 'Yt) ! T'~ Of(d) --, (6 ~, '~) I f(d), we must have (/3(u') LI/(a)) Q ~ ~lon-ot-r.e. As 
f'ta'(d')~;-f(a).nf'(d'), f(a)c_f(d), and by (3.56'), f'.(a'(dD)=f(.:)Of'(d'~ we 
must have 
f ' (a ' (d 33 = f(o.) n f '(d') = f (a )  n T'~ N "7t d3 .. 
:, f ta)  n 1~ f l f ' (d ' "  } n f ( , t~= f(a)i"~ :~, 
! tcnce .' 
• • . • • - , • . ' •  . . •  • . 
(/;I (u') U f(a))f:l T~ = (/3 Off) U f(a '(d')'l) f l  i"~t. .. .- 
is not a-r.e., yicldi,-:g (3.64).' ' ' -- i "  ".:- " .- " " " 
If f(d') .was dciined in case 2, .subcase 2; ihcn f'(d')=.T~N T(dq.. Suppose first 
that a'(d') ~md a'(d")  are contained ill diffei'enl aiOn~S of.".~t: Let fi ~ the.least 
.. : :~  '. i . . ' . ' '  . "  . - .  . . . . .  . . . . .~ . . . ' - . . -  . 
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• canoni,-'al geneni~t,r: o f  ~ containing; ~' 'd +. ' . c.. and le t '  be  toe least ca,'16nical 
' .  gener.',.:e,-0f ~/-,sntai~.lng"d' .':'.-.Tlieia B(b~)Of(a) iS not .a-r~e:, B(u')  c_ f(d+), and 
; (a~=) ' (a~' )so  B "" - . . . .  . , , ( ( : /~u lw, ) /n f (d )  ~s.not a-r.e. By (o.61j, .:- -..:. 7 . . : -: ..:... . .. . -. . 
.- ~,s ,~>I f (d~:~.~<~ ~3y l l ' (d . ' . )~(~+) i f , (~ ,~) .  . 
• .. = (.~ ,-'~ ~ I T ~ (a* ;  a":> I T = (~*. ~")  1 7'~, 
so (B(u')Ul '(a))A. ir}~ is.not-ce-r.e..Using the ¢,otation of subcase 2, the definition'~ 
' ) 
of f'(a (¢.")1, f '(d') and T(d'), and noting that f(a)~_f(d), B~f(d), T.2~T, and 
from " " (.~.4b), that COI T= B n T, we l',ave 
T~ a f'(a'(d')) .= ~ ~-I f'(d'), n.f(a) = ~': n T(d') O[(a) 
= 7"; n c n r a f(a) ,'~ f ( , , )  -- ~ n B n TO f (a )  n I(a) = Yl, n f(a). 
Hence (B(u') Uf (a l )  Ci 7"c." = (B(tC) U f'fa'(d'))) Cl "PL so (3.64) follows in ~his case. 
Suppose next that a'(d') and a'(d'') are contained ia the same atom a of M. 
Let d be the least canonical generator of ~ containing d'. Note :hat d is also the 
least canonia~l gene.rator Of ~ containing d '+. Then B(u')U/(a) is not cz-r.e., so 
as B(,C)c_f(d) and f(a)~_f(d), (B(u3Uf(a))O[(d).is nota ' - ro .  Note that by 
'(361~. (,.:~,~?)l[td)=(9, oj2~lf'(d'.*), so (B(u')Uf(a))nF(d'*) is not ~-r.e~ By 
(3.50), since ~'NC~_f'(d'*), (B(u')u.f(a))n(Tcnc) is not ~-r.e. As T~_'[ ' ,  
C~fP ~. and (.~'s,~5]*)I T--"-(~*,.~*)I 'i~, (B(z,')Uf(a))nCOT~ is not ,;r-r.e. By 
the definitions of f '(d'), .f'(a'(d')), and T(d'), and since f(a)~_ f(d) and ~_~ "~, we 
havc 
[ ' ( ,~'td'))  n c' n 7"~ ---- I'(d') n f (a )  n C n 
= 1"(~1') n f (a )n  C,"i T'~ = ~ n I(d) n f(a) n C n ~ = f(a) n C n "~~, 
. .  - -  .. . - . 
so (B(u')Uf'ta'(dtl))nCNT~. is not (x,r.e. As CnT~ is a-r.e, and CClT~,~_ U, 
1.3.64) now follows.. 
Assume the h)~othcsis of (3.65), and tlmt we have just defined ['(d'). If ['(d') is 
defined in case .l, Ihen d'+ does not :exist, so (3.65) holds. •Suppose that f'(d.') is 
delined ia c,ai~e 2:. subcase 1. Let d be the  least canonical generator ' of &e 
contain!i~g-d'; a,~d let ~t ~" be the least canonical generator of ~conta in ing  d '÷. 
Then d<d ÷. .(B(d.'lUf(d)lf)[(d'~-)~.~ so i, net. a-r,e; By (3.61), (B(d')Uf(d))f", 
f'(a'"~ i s : ,ot  ,:-,':e. Cho0s~; .,-"~ as in subcase i sucli.that/.'!a.'(d'!) ~ 7'~. By (3.56). 
f (d ' )  OT~ = T(d') O 7"-2. --.-£'(tg +) n s'(d)CIT~ = f(d) n T~ 
as .7~. ~_ f'(d"). As (~, <o'~) ] f'(d'. +- ) .= (~, C43)I"T~, (13 (d') U .f(d)) I"1 "1~t is net cz-r.e. But 
: . .-. .... 
i . '  l ,B (>d ' )U f ' (d ' l )n  ~.=(B(d lU f (d l )nT '~, , . .  . .  
. .  . . . . .  . . . .  " . " .  
so (~(,r)uf,(,r)in~i~;iaot , - r .e .  As .~/ i s  ~-r.e: ;~d .'~"~-'~'÷~ 
' " - - . J ~ / )  
(B(d') Uf'(d'))N[i'(d '÷) cannot be (~-r.e, 1-Ience (3.65)"holcls in:this ease. Sup[~ose 
.-nexf !hat  I '(d')"is de, fi0.ed. ,in' case, ~,  ,~./t~ase 2,' ai~d?i!/ai' c,..f(d') and a'(d"~): ~e  
• ~-)nti~ined in dbIere,~iat',~.ms 6f. s:/. (.~i&st~ "l~ as in subcase ,~..c, orrespondmg to.d 
. . ' '  - "  " ' . . - .  * " :  , - ." , . . . '  . , " - ' .  "2 .  ' . "  ' i . - .  . , "  : " : -  . " . "  . . . , . . -  . . :  . . :  . .  : . .  
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Choose (L d + as ill tile pre'.'ious case, again, uet ing that  d<d ~. As  
• (Btd'} O f(d)) Of(d ' )  L~ not a-r.e. .  3y (3.61) we lia~/'e tB(d') U/(d)) n f '(d'Y)is ~0t  
a- r .e .  As  (~. t~, ) l  . . . . . .  ~ " .  • "c"  ; " *  " . : " ' /~=~~,~)~, r  (,: ') ar.e .T?,=f(,, ~..(13(d:)uf(a)~nT'~ is ~:ot 
e-r.e.  Us~.g notation ~ h~ case 2. the definitions of f'(d') and T(d').  at~d the facts 
that CnT=B,qT .T~c-T ,  m~d f~d~CtT'~_B, we have ' 
f ' (d ' )n~=v(dqnT~.=CnTnf td )n~ " . 
= B n T n f(d~:nlr'~ =f(d)  n~. ' .  
Hence (B(d')uf '(d31n' l~ is n.~t a-r ,e.  A.q "~cr (d  '~) and P~ is a,-:r.e., 
(D(d')U.f '{d' l )~f '(d'* l  i.~ mn ,~-r.¢.. so (3,051 fo),lows in Otis case.. Supvosc fin:flly 
ll,at ] '(d') is dcfiaed in case . .  + subc.~se _ + and that a'(d')  and a ' (d"~ are contnhled 
in tile same atora of .~'. Fix d as :fix'we. t. hoose" " ~+ ,, a.~ i,.t snbcase _'~ corresponding 
to d ,  and fix notation as in case '~ By (.-~.-~o). B U(D-C)  is ,lot a-r .e.  By (3.48k 
(BU(D-C) )O .T=(BU(D-B) ) I '3  T= Df3 T is a-r.e..so (BLI(D-C'BCI T c.:n- 
not be a- r .e .  As  
• ,. >l " . . . . . . .  " 
(/3 t.J tD - CD n T,~ is not a- r .e .  As  D is a . r .e ,  and 
(13 u (D-  Cl~ n ~ = (B(#) U f'(d'D n T'~, n D. 
(B(d')Uf'(d'Dn'P~ cannot be a.-r.e. As '1~ is n-r.e, and "P.:~f'(d"), 
n r J L-~ r~ (B(d)l.Jf (d DO t (d )  cannot be a-r.e. ,  proving (3.65). 
(3.66} follows from (3.64) it" a '  is not an innermost atom of ,~. Otherwise, (3.66'1 
f I )  . . . . .  ,o,,,)~,, from th~ definition of f ' l  U. 
We now show that f '  is an isomorphism. Let x e.-" On  a for some atom a of .<,/. 
Choose d' such that x ~ r(,:l') but a ~ l ' (u')  for :my car, onical generator .,d of .'!" 
such lhat l :"  = d'. By (3.55) and (3.57) such a d' exists and is unique. By (3,63), 
x~['(a'(,l')): so f ' [  0 is well-defined, and f '  is well-defined. By 0 .66) . . t "  
generates a one-one correspondence between atoms of .~ and atoms of ~' .  Let d~ 
and d~ be canonical ~enerators of &" such that (l~ <d '  Let  a ' (d~)=(: '  <cr ,< 
• . .<c' ,=a'(d;)  be a maximal path in (5.'?',.~"~; a unleue such patl~ exists siuce 
(L#',.~) is separated. By (3.55), if e~ . . . . .  c" are the c mouical generators of 
corresponding to c~ . . . . .  c[, respectively, the,  
f '(d't~- ' " " . . . . . . . . . .  - f t , : , )~ l (~, )~- f (~=)c_  ~_T(e:,-O~:"(C',)=f(d'), 
so f' is order preserving. If d~ anti d~, are car,0nicai fiimcratoi's of o97;, it follows 
from (3.551 and (3.57") that if ['(d'O~_.f'(dq [hea. d'~.'d',_; Hence f '  will be an 
isomorphism it' we show th,nt for every canonical gencralO[ d' o1 .~, f~(d').i.~ a 
canonical generator o, ~ :e'. It cie::rl~, sullicds in rest rio!. onr atrenti'on to .,9'[ U.' 
. . i , '  ,-, , - ,  Assume that for some eauonic:,l ,cn,4-at 3r d of ~-, ,t (d) f3 U Is not .~ can(micai 
generator of (.'/~' I 0 in order to ob(,dn a contradiction. Then tllere is ai~ ~t0m a'  of ,~i' 
such thztt a'~d' ,  aiid ata ' " ' - that . / ta  (d'))n U=_ element I Ic )f3. U oi" "~ '10 .  such'  ' " "  ' - 
.f'(c') n 0 but f ' (a ' )  n O~f(c'Yn O. Ch~'~.,,e suvh ana '  for which noat0m b' o~ ~,¢ 
such that a'<b(  ,also' ha.'-i this property , ,  l 'et :e ' . -be f l~ '~nonic ,~,  generator  
of -~£' correspoadi,lg .to" a'. Then e"<d' 'ai~d-'e"<d'.Als8+ /'(a!")n 
f(,,')i5 f ' ! , - ' )nO=0 ,.n,t 
i I . . . .  I I . ;  I i .  
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( ( [ ' (b '~e3)u f ' (e ' ) )n f '~e" ) ) r )u= - ' ' t ln ( [  [c )U U{f f (u ' ) :u '  :is a canonical g.en~;r: 
ator.' o:~ ' ,~' "and -- l [(  ' ( a l' { ~ e'}U(f ' (e ' ) - f ( t~'(c ' ) ) ) )  is =-r.e., cm~t~adicting 
e. , ,  . : . . . . . .  
t . , . 6 4 ) .  : ' : " "  ' " " " 
By (3~52). Fig. 2 commutes. 
4. Decid.lbilily : ." ' 
]n '',' tin..~eetion, .~ve ~how that the V.--'t heory of -~  ~* (2, '(o:!, ~ (a)) is decidabIe fc, r 
two cla~*es of admissible ordinals a. For vaziables x,. y~, x wi!l denote (x, . . . .  , x,,) 
and y wiil denote (Yt . . . . .  y.~). For cr-r.e, sets X~, Y~, X will denote (X~ . . . . .  X,),  
X '  will denote (X~, "* • . . . ,  X , ) .  Y will denote (Y, . . . . .  Y,,,), and Y* will denole 
(Y~ . . . . .  3~",). Our fit.st theorem gives the decidability result for a class ¢4 
/ '1  admissible ordinals wh/ch includes t~ = to; ,I.e case ,v = to has previously been 
done by Lothian [4]. 
T~eorem 4.1. Supl~ose that tr2.:f(u) = to'2p(a) = ~o and a* = a. Then V"d theory of  
(S~(.~), .~*(~)) in the lang,,agc 5e is decidable. 
Proof. Lachlan [4] needs that',,g'*(a), ,~,~*(a)) is separated, Theorem 3.1- Theorem 
3.2. Theorem 3.3, Theorem 3.4, and Theorem 3.8 for -.,. For ot ~s in the 
hypothesis of tl:e theorem; we note that all lhese theorems are true. as if 
tr2ci(ot) = ttr2p(tx)= t,~, then t r3p(a)= ~ and o"2p(a)= a;. These theorems yield a 
necessary condition for an Y:-I sentence to be true. It is shown that one need only 
,:on.~ider sentences of the form S = (×)(.:-'Jy)(D(x) ---* P(x, y)) wher ~. D is a separated 
diagram, and that ,.'n order for S 1o be true in (g'*(c~), ~P'(o0). for each diagram D~ 
such that D~ extends D and either D~ = D or D~ has characteristic less than cr  
.equa~ to that of D, there must be a diagram O~(x,y) implying.both D~(x) a.nd 
P(x,:il such that the following are satisfied for every i: 
An outermbs~ atom of D, wtatch is no~ innern~ost is an atom of 
o,. (4.~) 
If a: is:an atom of Q~ contained in the atom a of D, such t~at 
a is just y..'.ithin b and not innennoi t ,  ihen there is aa atom b' 
of O~ contained in h such that a '~b ' .  (4.2) 
If b'.is an atom of Qt contained in the atom b of D, and if a is 
just within b, then ftiere is an atom a' of O~ containe,.l ia a 
such that a '~b ' .  , (4.3) 
- . . . "  
I f "a ' : i~t idb '  h reatoms b(O,  contained resl~eCtively in the 
" a temsa;bofD:a~di t "  ' " "  'x" " ' , a is just  a thmb,  teen a =b ora  is 
: .  just wiiliin l;. ' ' ' ; . "  " " (,1.4) 
. .  ' . -  . ' . . -  . .  . -  • . . . . . .  
:.' i T,~ show:that 'these conditions are sure,lent, One must onl), show tl~at Theorem 
• " " t  " ~ " '  I #"  3.1£. hoid:~ for  @.A , -D~;  (L .A  ,)= Qi and (P, B) ah in-.edudibie rePresentation- • 7~.  , :  - . .  . . .  " .  . . ' .  ( -  . -  ' . .  . .  - . . . -  " . "  . .- . - ~ .  ' ~ .  
of {L, A) in (if(a;, .~'I (a)) with no ie:!h~ite atoms, tie, ice (3 33.'l-(3.36~.'musi be
verified. (3.33~ follo~t:s from ( . . . )  and (4 :3)by [4; Lemm:: 5]. (3.34) tb~lo~.'s 
immediately from (4.1). (3.35) ~otlows [rom (~t:) aria ~'e ~ 'e alreadfzs~u,~ed 
(3:36). . : 
Althoul,h tl':ere are strong &~nditions imposed 'on ~ in our next theorem, the 
interest i,, the result lies in t: e fact fl~atthe class or" such ,~ i~ch[des all su~cssor 
cardinals of the universe o f  t oastructible sets. : .' 
' i . . " . 
'l'hc, ore,.u 4.2. SIqr[~.SC lh~:t s3cf(.~)---- O'3p(a'~  ,'r O~Ul tl:cn" iS a g~e;I;~'Si ~-  
cardim, ~. Then the V~ theo:y of O'~(a)..ff"(,~:)) i~: d,c la,~.~tzage .':' is dccidol,le. 
Proof. Firs: note that if S3cf(~) = cr3p(ci) = ct. tllen t~* = c,2cf(a) = tcr2p(a) = 
o'2p0x) ,', 
It is well-known ~:xat sirnpie a-r.e, sets exists for all ~ t[7] contains an even 
stronger ve~,ion of this theorem). C,'dl B G.~(c~). in:ntu~:e it" B contains no 
a-infinite ce-r.e, set. A necessary condition for an V?::] sentence of .W to be satisfied 
over (;~';,""(a), :./*(a)) will be obtained from the follow~ng lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. Let (L, A )  be a fit~itc separated -lattice• Tlwn there is a sub-d-lat:ice 
(~a. Pz~) of (L¢(a), .~(a)) wilh no t~-finite atonL~ such that (~,~, I~, ~ ~ (1.., A) and (:~, ":~,} 
is irredt,.cible. FmT/termore, 
£ t ;  Let U i~c an outermost alom oj .z~ whic'l is not imzernzost. Then 
0 i~ ,~il~i|:I¢. ('|•5) 
Let U :t;Id V be atoms o[ :!8 such that U is j~st within V and 
such tl:at U is not bmermost. "l'hen ]'or any. a-r.L;, set R, 
V c_ R ~ U-  R is a'-infinite. (4.6) 
Let U and V be atom~ of 5~ s~,cl; hm L/is ~ust within "~ Then 
[or any a-re.  set R, R Ig V a-infinite --~ R ~'~ U tv-infl~ffte. (4.7) 
Let U he an atom of ~ and let W be t/Ic l,,.ast canonical 
gew.'rato~ of ,~ cont,zinblg U. [1: R .S  arc a-r.c."~cts uch that .. 
~NU~S,  thcnSU(R-~V)  i sa - (e , ' .  . . ... .'" :" (4.8} 
• . " . . . ' .  " .  
Proof. We proceed "is in [4. Section 4],replacingthe m•aximal I'ie; set there xvith a 
simple a-r.e, set• .. -.. 
Let m l . . . . .  m i l,e the maximal CatlOni:~.al generators 0f E, and ]ct /~i , . . i . , /~ 
• - ~ . . . . .  be disjoint t~-infiidte cx-recul~ive s~ts with anio'n ~:~. Rt , . , ' . ,  R~ cxl,st by ~'l-heorem 
3.1 :md 'l'llco'ren~ 3.2. ,Map mcbnto R/'f0r i ~7 i~'j. The dcfilfition' of tlie ta~p now 
procec, ds by indu,cti0fi downw~rds witfi respect o the o:~:dcrin~ hi:the lattice. Thus 
let b bea  canonical generator oral. such ~ that ;:ll!tl~osc wqlci~ prop~erh;:cantain ~t 
have already been mapped. le t  b' be~. the lea~t eanofiical gen6ri~tor Of-L s~:hich 
properly contains b;and let n~, '. ; . ,  n~: be tl~e ~moniciti generators ;ofL:wfilchi ,are. 
" ~,x-~co!+~irel.y ¢+t',m)em,Ph" sef:+." 26'~ 
maxim:it ".vith. tles~,:+t .O being Firopi~r]y contained, irt'b',., among which b must. 
occur, l-s:.0,ttne by induction that nohe of n J+ . . . ,  ~ia, has yet been mapped. LetD '  
t:e the !hinge of~b'~ +~tad clio0.sean tx:.-r.e2:.+.et E:-',+ f6p.6ws: ' . 
' . -  . ,  i .  ' ' .  ' ' "  " "  ' ' " - i "  , 
" '  . ' .  - . . -  . : . . 
(Mse. I. aft b' is a tilaximal canonical gtmerator-of L, .let E be any a-r:e, subr, et 
of D' wiii~h ts stmple.m" " " " : D". E exists by "~~ he~'tem 3.1 and s;.nce.s;.mple ~-r.e.set/~ 
' - - i 
exist. 
. . , . -  . . i - .  . . 
(.?ase "..Othorwise. Let b- "~e the !(:ast canonical generator of L which 
properly cont:~hls b' aqd let D" be tha image of b +. Let E be an e~-r.e, subset of 
D' which fs a major subset of D' in D + suda that for an~ ¢ tx-r.e, gets R ,and S, 
S ~ R .cI(D'-E)---, (S U(R-Dq)  n D * is &-J:.e~ By Theeiem 3.1 and Theorem 
3.8, such 'm E can b6 found Wovidcd that D' is non-a-recursive in D ÷, this last 
fact bein,:, a_ssm'ned as. part0f  the inducti6n hypothesis. 
Having chosen E, use Theorem 3.i a~d Theorem 3.4 to deogmpose it into 
disjoint ¢:-r.e. seas Et . . . . .  Ek withunion E such that f2r any cz-r.e, set R, 
(RnD' ) -E  noa-a-r .e. ' -~(RnD')-~ nori-a-r.e.' for i= l  . . . . .  k. Let the 
in-age of !~ be E~ for i=1;  . . . .  k. 
. The at-ore 6etlstnt~:tioa is a rt~.ftnen:ent of-that of Tlie0rem' 2.2, 'so.'yields a 
d-lattice (tg.~,])G(T..(,i),.~'(a))y,ith nO a/finite atoms such that (9,~3)=(L,A). 
(4.3] is' satisfied from c~,se 1. Assume thz hypothmis of (4.6~. 'I'hen ti~ere are  
¢anouical ge.neratoi's Mr, Mz of V and elements N~; N.~ o[ ~ ~,uCh that N.: G MI _.G- 
~\rac_ JV[ 2, U -  ,~lt .'- Nt- V--- Mz-J% r, and sucli tl~ai Nz-Mt  is a-r:e2 Let R be ~ny 
o.-r.c, set comaini!l,2. V. Then.R O(N,- :Mi)  is an ari.e. ,,:et and its intersdction 
with M, ix the COluplement of Aft in 3I:. By ease 2, N t is a major subset O f M, .;n 
Mz, so (Mt -Nt ) - (R  U(N. , -M|))  is a-finite; tiros U-/~: is a-i~w, ite, and (4.6) 
:holds . . . . . . .  - .. 
. ,'kssum2 the h)pothesisof (4.7). Cho6se M,, X,, M,_, N2 ,as above. Let R be an 
a-r:e, gel such that R n -v  is a-infinite Then (R n 2~,f:)- N2 is hot a-r.e. By (4.5), 
V is imm-unc,".s 0 the. c0fistrt,~t!0ri of Mr~ by Tho.orem 321 an.d Theorem 324 yields 
that (R r.3/z)"rMrt is also non-a,r.e.-If L" is. imx.¢rJuost,-i.e.; U=Mt, ihen clearly 
R f'lMt i:; a-in]inite.: Oihetavise, 'Nt ix. eoastruct<rd byTheoi-em 3.1 and Theorem 
. i . .  I ..3.8. if. R 171 U-~s a-fiialte~it is ~.r.e., .so"(R f'l U) U ((R n .~)  7 M,) i~ '~-rJe. by 
Theorcni 3.1 and Theorem 3..8. Since Rffl U.is a; - f inf fe , (RNM,)-Mi  is ~,..r.e,. a 
contradiction. 1Ienc¢-(4,7) must:be satisfied.". .' " ' " "  '" " " " - 
. ASstuu~ il:,ehil~tl{esis: of (4,8)..Theu there is a~, dement M. o[ ~.su.ch thai. 
U = W-  ~',~'. Let R and S be a-r.e, sets such that S = R f"l U. If U is:oute,:-m6st, 
. . - -  . . . . . ~ . .  . . .  - . . i  , . . 
t l ien~; i+ ,t.-recm~ive, ~ R 2- W-  R n ~', iis d:r.e, Hence. S.~ (R --3VJ iSa-r.e2 I~ 
U"  is i~inennosl, ?the~i '!M=f l ,  so" U =:iV.- Hence S ~ R I"i W-and R - 
. : . . . . . - -  . :  . .  
(R 171. W)0(R  - ',I9, So S 0:(R - W) = S U R Which is-arr.e.-.StJpp0se fl~at. U ii; 
ncitl/er: i.,mermos't norotiiermost..Without:, less of gr.nerality :we: eanl assum e tha~ 
SI~:W. ~ Let Wt, :. ,:, }V~ be a malx-imal inCrealsit;gseqaeni2e of ¢ahonical.generat6~s 
• I -  " , i , ,  +. e~ - .  of  ~..The~(-ll is "a-r¢cursive.'Sinc'e'M ]S-Consu.'t.-t.+d by The6rem3. i  arid 
. i ' • ~"  . . " • " -  " " '  " " " ' - : "  " " 
" ' "  . . . .  . . . . .  ' . i  . . . . . .  . . .  . . . _  . . . .  . .  . .  , : . i  " '  . . -  . 
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Theorem 32; in case 2. SU( (P , -won LV,~ is i~.-r.e. Now 
• i • • i • 
where M: ~s the union of the canonkxal o_e~e~tofs properlv.~, nta;.ned in..W-, since 
WzGM_,-Thus it" p> ~ we repeat he argumem to s.-e t ._ ,  
( s  u ( (R  - W:) n W)) u ((R - W:) n W.,) = S u ttR -w i )  n ~ 
is a-r.e., etc. We thus conclude that SU[ (R-Wt)n  I1~} is a-r .e.  Since ll'p is 
a-recto,sire and WI,=W~, SUt(R. -Wt J r lwr I fSU(RnI~. )  wl,dch is a-r.e. 
Hence SU(R-W)  is a-r.e. Thus (4.8) holds. 
We now show !hat (i~, .~) is irredvcibl¢, l.¢t C. be arty ~.'vqnpoacllt t?.f (;,~, ,::1) ,"tad 
. 'a ~ i let R be any ~x-infinite ,~-rectu'sive s t. We show that either in G>,.-.?)I 1~ or in 
(~,f~) [/~, the component Ct restricted to R or/~ respectively is isomorphic to Ct 
and can be constructed in the same way in ,~hlch Ct was using Theorem 3.1, 
Theorem 3,1, and Theorem 3.8. The i,.redueibi!ity of (~k.'-~) then follows ira- 
mediately by indu."tion. 
A~ume that R ilttersects the outermost qtom of C: a.-infinitely (othez-~}ise, 
replace R with/~1. Then R 1"3 Rt is an c~-infinite ¢t-recursive set, where R~ Ls the 
canonical generator of ~ ¢outaining the outermost atom of C~. We proceed 
inductively as in the construction of (~, '.93). Suppose that we have defined D' and 
are constcucting E. If D' is a maximal canonical g:nera!or of 0 "~, thcu E is simple 
in D'. Furthermore D ' -F  is the outennost atom of C~. so RI'q(D'-.E) is 
a-infinile. Since D' -E  is immune, so is Rf'I(D'-E). Hence Rf3tD'-E) is 
a I • simple in ROD'. Otherwise, let D*, D', and E be as in case ,.. of tile 
¢c, nstruction. Then E is a major subset of O' in D '  such that for an), ,:r-r.e. sets 
Rt 0.nd St, S, ~ Rt t'l tD ' -  El - - "  (St U(Rt " Dq)iq D" is o:-r.e, Let T be a,1 ti--r.e. 
set eontainh~g (D' - D') r'l R. "ll~en TU_q ~ D '  -- D'. Since E is a major subset of 
D' in D'. ( D'-E)-("I'U R) is a-linite. Hence ((D'-E) f'I R)--T is a-finite. By 
(4.7), R fl (D'-E) is a-infiuite, so EaR is a major subset af D '~ R. T .'it R, and 
St be g-r.e, sets such that S~ ~-Rt f"I(D'-E)NR. Then Sl U R and Rt U 1~ are 
a-r.e., ~nd St U/~ ~ (Rtf l /~) n (D ' -  El; hence ((St O/~) O ((R, U R),- D')'~ !'l D' 
is a-r.e., as is its intersection Mth R, ((S~('IR~D((ICtf'I.R)-(D'¢IR))n 
(D- n R) = (St O(Rt - (D'N R))) f3 (D" N R~I. Thus E has the ret:luired properties. 
We nex t decompose H into d[@.qnt a-r.e, selSt.E~ . . . . .  :, 1~'~ .with.unioit E suc!~ 
that for any ~x-r.e. set R~, (Rt f'lD')- E uon-a-r e .~ (Rt .f'lD')TEi-non-a-r.e; 
for i=  l . . . . .  I~. Fix i~{1 . . . . .  k}. Let.U~ be the htoha of ~ c6.rresponding t0~th e 
canonical _txenerator E~ of .O. By induction, Rc I (b '#E) i s  ,~-inlh~ite, mid {.1~. is
just within D ' -E .  By (4.7|. R I"l U, is tx-infinhe, heuce R/~1E," is an h-in!hllte 
~-r.e. set. Lel R, be any tv-r_c. ,~et.sl~,'h t at (R~n{D'f'IR))-qEOR)is not 
a-r.e. Note that'(Rt N(D'nR))-(tI?'raR)d((RtQR)(ID')-:F... Since Rt.fi R is 
a-r.e., ((Rt n 1!)0 D ' ) -  E, - (Rt Cl (D '~ R))-(E~ cl R)!s  udt a-i:.e~ We no w see 
that eacf. E~ has the required properties.. .. :. ' ' 
• . . - .  . 
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Consk%r tilL" ~.~ sentence .~(x)(_~y)CD(x).-:T(x,y)) with D a separated 
.diagran-~ Let -2!/~-':~D. :0~ i~<n} be theset of ~Ii d-lattie~:s which ex~end D and 
have c,h,'ffacteristic less than that of D. together wi~h D itself, ~ can be effectively 
obtaine.'l froni.D. Then S is true :n ~.~.(a),.~C;(/x)) if and only if each of the 
~ntenees ~=" (x~(~-~')(Di(x)--~ T(x, y)) is true. in (:~'~(a), .~(o:)). Let (Li. A~) be the 
d-lattice 'of fl~e diagram L), From Lemrua 4.3, we can lind an irreducible 
sub-d-h:uice (~, °5~). or." (~,t~x)..~/(a)) with no ~-fi~,ite a~oms satisfying (4.5)- 
(4.8"1. am! isomo~'ph!c to (L,, A~). Let X, . . .  ', X;,, be the images in (if',, ~73,) of the 
elemems represented respectively by x, . . . . .  x,,, in (I.~, A~). Clearly D,(Z'-') holds 
~ "(o0, .~*(,-,)). ]'hen there are sets in (,~*(a"1, .,~*(a)). Suppose that 5"~ is true in "0~ 
Y , , . . . .  ~t,,~.q(~.) such that T(X*.Y*) is tt'ue in (~*(a),.~d'~(,'.')). By Theorem 
2.I, we cau effccfiyely find a separated ia~2.ram (_)~ such that (2, is isomorphic to a 
separated extc;~sion of the d-lattice, generated by "* ..e. X, . . . . .  X, ,  ~:: . . . . .  YT,*, and 
such Q, i,.nplies both ~/" and D,. Let ~L,. A,) be ~he d-lattice of Q,. We show that 
Q, must satL,.fy (4.2) and (4.3). (Note that (4.4) follows from' (4.2) since (-2/ is 
separate, d.) 
Assume ~l:e hypothesis.of (4.2). For each atom b'~ < b, let t' be lhe least element 
of L~ conta~,ning b'. From (4.5), the union of al! such t' contains a' since it 
conta[n.,~ b'. Hence for some such b', we have a'~b' ,  proving (4.2). Assume the 
hyp~:~tl'esis o[ (4.3~, Let t' be the least element of LI contaie, ing b'. From (4.7), 
t 'f ' la~B, so a'~b'  for some atom a'<~a, proving (4.3). 
We c,.~nclud,~ that for S to be true in (z¢" ~(~), .~r:*(a)), it is necessary that for all 
i ~ n, t~ere exist a separated ia~am Q~ implying both T and D~ and satisfying 
(4.2) ~nd (4.3). 
Now consider an)" sentence S = (x)~)(D (.-~, y)). Then we can find a sentence 
S" equivalent o S' such that S"-(x)(Ry)(D (x) T'(x,y)). As each diagram 
containing only xt . . . . .  x,, and extending D" can be realized in (~g*(~z), ,~*(a)) by 
Theorem 2.2. for S' to be tree. in (~.Le*(a), .~*(~-)) it is neces.~ary that every sentence 
S'"----(x)!!~')(D"(x)->T'(x,y)) be true where "'" . .  D ~x) ranges over all diagrams 
containing only :;, . . . . .  .~, which imply D"(x). For +ach such diagram D'"fx), by 
Theorem ? 1. we can effectively find a finite number of separated iagrams 
extending D'(x) such that evex 3, realization of D"(x) in (g'*(a), ~:~(t~)) can 
effecli~.,ely be ex:ended to one of these separated iagrams. Hence for S" to be. 
true. ~i~ ([f*(a),.~(a)) it must be  true when D'(x) is replaced by one of its 
separ ~t¢,d cxleusi,,ns as above. For such a sentence to be true. we have shownthat 
(4.2) an.t (-1.3) m~.st b~'~ satisfied for a ccrtakn effectively generated class of pairs o. ~ 
diagtums (D, i])] But if (4.2) and (4.3).are satisfied for such (Di, ~), then (3.52) 
and (3.53) are sati.sfied for all such (D~.P~). Hence Wen a sub-d-lattice (ga, ~) of 
(~(c~ ,~."(a)) Witli no d-fitdte arenas ,Milch has diagramD, it Can b.e extended to an 
ir~:cducioi:e sub-d-lattice: (~,; ~f) o[ (~$(~), ~(a)~ With fib ~-finite atones Which has 
. • .  . . . , . . . . . . . • . . . . . 
diagr:un D, far sonic i~h.  Hence by Theorem3.23, !he s~i~fe~ace S will be true in 
(~ (t~), .~l*(a)). This elves us ihe dcsh:ed ecision pr0cedurei .!' ' i .  - 
• ~. .  , " . . .  . . .  - . . .  ' .  ~ .  . :  
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